FLAGLER COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
WORKSHOP/ AGENDA ITEM # 4
SUBJECT: Consideration of an Agreement for the Purchase of the Former Hospital at 901
E. Moody Boulevard in the Amount of $1,230,000.
DATE OF MEETING:

May 6,2013

OVERVIEW/SUMMARY: Staff is presenting to the Board for its consideration a new
alternative for the relocation of the Flagler County Sheriff's Office with the purchase of the
former hospital property in Bunnell in the amount of $1,230,000. Staff has secured the price
and terms via a no cost Option Agreement, subject to the Board's approval on May 6, 2013.

Approval of the Option Agreement on May 6 would start the due diligence period with closing
likely to occur in less than 120 days, if the County's due diligence only discovers minor
concerns. A copy of the Option Agreement is attached and is summarized later in this
agenda memo.
To date, the Board has primarily looked at three other alternatives, which have their positive
and negatives, which are noted below:
1. Adding to the Existing Office - Existing space but remote; lack of upland area on
which to build upon and provide parking; land eventually will be needed for the Jail
expansion.
2. Historic Courthouse Annex at 36,000s.f. - Good value and reuse; but shared
building site; three-story; limited expansion opportunities; difficult to renovate.
3. Former jail at 18,000s.f. - New construction; future expansion potential and good
reuse, but many unknowns; lack of value; would not meet initial space needs.
In comparison to some of these alternatives, the property proposed today would offer a good
overall value and reuse and would be completely County controlled. It is also a one-story
building and, as such, renovation would be much easier than the three-story Courthouse
Annex. In addition, there are on-site expansion opportunities for the Sheriff's Office or for
other County services. This project would offer the ability to build out over time and offer
plenty of parking for both current and future needs. Staff believes from a functional and longterm perspective this is the best option to date.
According to the Property Appraiser's website the hospital property is approximately 7.25
acres (which mayor may not include the right-of-way depicted on the east side of the
property). The Property Appraiser also shows just under 60,000s.f. of building, to include the
freestanding building in the southwest corner of the main property. See attached sketch of
property in Attachment 5.
Cost wise, this project is expected to be similar in total cost to the other projects that have
been evaluated, with an overall total project, estimated cost at right around $5,000,000. We
will only have estimates until we engage professional design services and bid out the project.

Project Estimates
Purchase price
Due diligence
Design Costs
Construction Costs ($100 @ 28,000)
Site Work
Furnishings
Contingency
Total

$1,230,000
$ 70,000
$ 170,000
$2,800,000
$ 400,000
$ 200,000
$ 130,000

$5,000,000

Note: The Sheriff has indicated a minimum initial space need of 22,000s.f. Therefore, if
there are budgetary constraints, the County could build-out less space initially than the
28,000s.f. indicated above.
The County Administrator has completed a cursory inspection of the premises and believes
the buildings and property are in fair condition. Built in 1979, the main building faces many of
the same challenges that the Annex is facing, in that the building is in decent condition, but
the County will have to upgrade and replace most of the major support systems ranging from
HVAC, to electric, to technology, etc.
The County performed an analysis of the building in 2002 when the County was evaluating
the location to potentially meet the County's office needs and discovered two items of
concern at that time: (1) a structural joist issue; and (2) asbestos in a few locations
(Attachment 2 County 2002 Analysis). Since then most of the asbestos found has been
removed by the owner. Both of these issues will be thoroughly investigated as part of our
due diligence phase, to include any cost estimates for remedying the items. Landscaping,
signage, redoing the parking lot /striping and drainage will all be part of any redevelopment.
Staff did not contract for an independent appraisal of the property. However, a certified
appraisal was completed for the bank holding the note which sets the market value at
$1,450,000. The appraisal is Attachment 3. Also, the seller's representative has provided
you with additional information about the $750,000 sales price shown on the Property
Appraiser's website.
According to the information provided, the actual purchase of the
property was more complicated and involved stock and other issues totaling $1,650,000.
To recap some of the key proposed contract terms, the option expires at 5 PM on May 6.
There is no financial penalty if the Board allows the option to expire. If the Board approves
exercising the option, the document converts into a binding purchase and sale agreement.
The County is not required to pay a deposit. All cash is paid at closing. Closing must occur
on or before October 4, 2013 (the 150 day maximum period under the agreement given all
possible extensions).
The property is being purchased in an "as is" condition subject to two exceptions. The first is
that the County can terminate the agreement within 60 days (by July 5, 2013) without penalty
if its due diligence investigation reveals any structural flaw or deficiency in the land or
buildings that the County finds unacceptable. Or otherwise, the County can accept the flaw
or deficiency and continue the process.

The second exception is if the Administrator determines that the estimated cost to repair any
defects exceeds $250,000 for any structural repair, environmental hazard remediation or any
other situation that was not anticipated. At this point the Administrator is required to return to
the Board within 90 days (August 4, 2013) to obtain approval from the Board to continue or
terminate the transaction. The County may also at its option extend the closing for an
additional 30 days for further procedures addressing hazardous materials if indicated.
An additional feature of the agreement is that the purchase is conditioned on the County
obtaining financing for the purchase within 90 days (by August 4,2013). The financing must
be at no more than a fixed rate not exceeding 4% per annum for a term of no less than 5
years. Our intention is to obtain funding from the Florida Association of Counties' credit
facility that the County used to obtain interim construction financing for the Beverly Beach
Utility project. If we are unable to obtain the financing as prescribed within the specified time
period, the County may terminate the agreement.
Other items to note:
•

The Sheriff has indicated he appreciates the Board addressing his critical space
issues and is comfortable with any option considered, so long as the cost is not higher
than the project budgets we have been using of approximately $5,000,000.

•

The County cannot pick the property owners and was previously interested in the
property with different property owners.

•

The cost of the acquisition. plans. and construction would come from Small
County Sales Tax and not from local ad valorem property taxes.

•

There is a diagonal right-of-way on the southeast corner of the property that we will
need to vacate to fully utilize the entire property. We will seek this vacation through a
petition to the City of Bunnell.

•

We will take the Board on a tour of the facility as part of the workshop on
Monday. May 6th. Please wear shoes and some clothes that could get dirty.

FUNDING INFORMATION: If the Board chooses to move forward on this Option IPurchase
Agreement, the budget will be amended to account for this purchase. Short-term funding will
come from the FAC commercial paper program until longer range funding replaces it at the
time of construction. Construction would be anticipated to occur in the next fiscal year and
would be included as part of the FY 2013/14 budget.
DEPT ",CONTACT/PHONE #:

Craig M. Coffey, County Administrator, 313-4001.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Recommend the Board's approval of the Option Agreement,
acquiring the former hospital property for a future Flagler County Sheriff's Office and
authorize staff to proceed with the due diligence process for the purpose of the property. In
addition directing staff to draft documents to turn Historic Court House and Annex property
over to the City of Bunnell.

ATTACHMENTS:

1. Option Agreement for Purchase of the Property
2. Construction/Renovation Study dated June 2002 by Gibraltar Design, St. Augustine.
3. Appraisal performed by Hamilton & Jacobs for Seller's Mortgage Holder
4. Statement of Acquisition Cost related to the facility by Seller's Representative .
5. Property Appraiser's website information (site, aerial photo, building layouts, etc.)
6. Information on asbestos removal by Seller.
7. Drawings - "as built" of Main building floor layout and 2006 conceptual site plan

1 May 2013
Date

Initials
Deputy County Admin .
Financial Services
Legal

Date

OPTION AGREEMENT FOR SALE AND PURCHASE
THIS OPTION AGREEMENT FOR SALE AND PURCHASE (the "Agreement" or the
"Option Agreement") is made this 19 th day of April, 2013 (the "Effective Date") by and between
FLAGLER CROSSROADS, INC., a Florida corporation, whose address is 880 Airport Road, Suite 108,
Ormond Beach, Florida 32174 ("Seller"), and FLAGLER COUNTY, a political subdivision of the State
of Florida, whose address is 1769 East Moody Blvd, Bunnell, Florida, 32110 ("Buyer"). Buyer and Seller
may hereafter be referred to individually as "~" and collectively as "Parties".
1.
Grant of Option. In consideration of the mutual agreements herein, and for other
good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, Seller
grants to Buyer an exclusive option to purchase the real property located in Flagler County, Florida,
legally described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, together with all
buildings, structures, timber, transferable development rights, improvements, easements, appurtenances,
hereditaments, and riparian and littoral rights, if any (the "Property"), in accordance with the provisions
of this Agreement. This Option Agreement becomes legally binding upon execution hereof, but exercise
of the option is subject to approval by Buyer and is effective only if Buyer gives written notice of exercise
to Seller.
2.
Option Period. The term of this Option Agreement (the "Option Period") shall
commence beginning on the Effective Date and shall expire at 5 p.m. on May 6, 2013 unless otherwise
agreed upon by the Parties in writing (the "Option Date").
3.
Exereise-of-Option. Buyer-shall exercise its option to purchase the Property by
voting to approve this Agreement at a publicly noticed meeting on the Option Date. If Buyer votes to
approve this Agreement at such time, Buyer shall indicate its approval by having the Chairman of the
Flagler County Board of County Commissioners execute the Option Agreement Approval, as set forth in
Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference ("Approval"). Upon execution of the
Approval, this Agreement shall henceforth be considered a binding purchase and sale agreement pursuant
and subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth.
4.
Automatic Termination of Agreement. Except as otherwise set forth by this
Agreement, if the Approval is executed by Buyer on the Option Date, the terms and conditions of this
Agreement shall be binding upon Parties until the earliest occurrence of (i) the Closing, as defined
hereafter, (ii) receipt of written notice of a Party's intention to terminate the Agreement, (iii) the passage
of one hundred and fifty (150) days from the Option Date, ("Option Expiration Date") or (iv) the
occurrence of a "Material Adverse Change" prior to Closing, which shall mean any loss or damage to the
Property that materially reduces its value in the aggregate and/or the ability to operate the utility services
as operated by Seller prior to Closing.
5.
Obligations Incident to Closing. At Closing, neither Party shall be prohibited by
law, decree or any pending legal action or proceeding from fulfilling its respective obligations required
for Closing, as more fully set forth below. A Party's inability to make or continue the warranties and
representations contained herein, or its failure to perform any obligations hereunder, shall constitute
grounds for the immediate termination of this Agreement.
6.
Financing Condition Precedent. As a condition precedent to Closing, Buyer shall
obtain financing for the Property through a loan with an annual interest rate of no greater than four
percent (4.0%) and a minimum term of five (5) years. If Buyer is unable to obtain financing on such
terms, Buyer may terminate the Agreement at its discretion.
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7.
Purchase Price. The total purchase price for the Property is ONE MILLION TWO
HUNDRED THIRTY THOUSAND AND NO/lOO DOLLARS ($1,230,000.00) ("Purchase Price") which
will be paid by Buyer at Closing. Seller has advised Buyer that it intends to seek an income tax deduction
for a charitable contribution based on an appraisal of the Property obtained by Seller (but not disclosed to
Buyer). Buyer will complete any documentation required by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service and any
other applicable governmental agencies stating the Purchase Price and other applicable terms of this
Agreement to assist Seller with seeking the tax deduction.
8.

Inspection/Testing Rights.

(a)
Buyer shall have sixty (60) days from the Effective Date ("Due Diligence
Period") to conduct an investigation of the Property. During the Due Diligence Period, Buyer shall have
absolute access to the Property to conduct any inspections or tests which Buyer deems necessary or
desirable, including but not limited to the land and all structures thereon. Such inspections/tests shall be
normal and customary, as further described in paragraph 10.
(b)
No evasive or damaging inspections or tests may be conducted without the prior
written consent of Seller as to the nature and scope of such inspection or test. Buyer hereby agrees to
indemnify and hold Seller harmless from any loss or liability incurred by Seller as a result of any of
Buyer's actions relative to such inspection and/or investigation activities. If Buyer has not terminated this
Agreement, as provided herein, or defaulted hereunder, the right of entry and investigation granted in this
paragraph 8 shall continue unabated through Closing or until this Agreement is otherwise terminated.
During the Due Diligence Period, Buyer shall have the absolute right, in its sole discretion, to tenninate
the contract if it discovers or detects any structural flaw or deficiency in the land, buildings or any other
improvements situated on the Property that it deems unacceptable.
(c)
Within fifteen (15) days of the Effective Date, Seller shall provide to Buyer or
Buyer's counsel copies of the following, to the extent such items are within Seller's possession: any plats
affecting the Property, all existing title insurance policies, any boundary or topographical surveys
(collectively, the "Survey"), any building or property inspection reports, any structural or engineering
reports related to the buildings located on the Property, any environmental site assessment reports, any
geotechnical reports, any local, state and federal government permits and approvals for the Property, and
any other documents related to the condition and use of the Property and the buildings located thereon.
9.
Defect Remedies. If any defects are discovered on the Property or any
building located thereon, Buyer, at its sole option, may elect to conduct any necessary
repairs or to terminate this Agreement. If the County Administrator's cost estimate of
work necessary to repair any defects equals or exceeds Two Hundred and Fifty Thousand
Dollars ($250,000) in total, above the repairs contemplated in the initial project budget, it
will be necessary for the Flagler County Board of County Commissioners to provide an
additional concurrence to move forward with the Buyer's purchase of the Property and
related repair of the defects. At a minimum, such defects not comtemplated in the project
budget shall generally be structural or enviromental, but shall not preclude the County
Administrator from presenting any other unanticipated defect that he believes will
materially affect the initial project budget.
10.
Environmental Site Assessment.
Buyer may conduct normal and customary
environmental site assessments of the Property, including but not limited to Phase I and II Environmental
Site Assessments, to determine the existence and extent, if any, of mold, lead, radon, asbestos or any
other Hazardous Materials on the Property. Iffurther investigations, testing, monitoring or environmental
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site assessments are required to determine the existence or extent of Hazardous Materials on the Property,
Buyer, at its sole option, may elect to extend the Option Expiration Date by thirty (30) days to conduct
such procedures. For purposes of this Agreement, "Hazardous Materials" shall mean any hazardous or
toxic substance, material or waste of any kind or any other substance which is regulated by any
Environmental Law as hereinafter defined in paragraph 11.
11.
Hazardous Materials.
If the environmental site assessment provided for in
paragraph 8 confirms the presence of Hazardous Materials on the Property, Buyer, at its sole option, may
elect to terminate this Agreement and neither Party shall have any further obligations under this
Agreement. Should Buyer elect not to terminate this Agreement, and Seller agrees to remediate the
Hazardous Materials, Seller shall, at Seller's sole cost and expense and prior to the exercise of the option
and Closing, promptly commence and diligently pursue any assessment, clean up and monitoring of the
Property necessary to bring the Property into full compliance with Environmental Law. "Environmental
Law" shall mean all federal, state and local laws, including statutes, regulations, ordinances, codes, rules,
judgments, orders, decrees, permits, concessions, grants, franchises, licenses, agreements and other
governmental restrictions relating to the protection of the environment or human health, welfare or safety,
or to the emission, discharge, seepage, release or threatened release of any contaminant, solid waste,
hazardous waste, pollutant, irritant, petroleum product, waste product, radioactive material, flammable or
corrosive substance, carcinogen, explosive, polychlorinated biphenyl, asbestos, hazardous or toxic
substance, material or waste of any kind into the environment, including, without limitation, ambient air,
surface water, ground water or land including, but not limited to, the Federal Solid Waste Disposal Act,
the Federal Clean Air Act, the Federal Clean Water Act, the Federal Resource and Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976, the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984, the Federal Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, the Federal Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act of 1986, Chapters 161,253,373, 376 and 403, Florida Statutes, Rules ofthe U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Rules of the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, and the
rules of the Florida water management districts now or at any time hereafter in effect. However, should
the estimated cost to Seller of cleanup of Hazardous Materials exceed a sum which is equal to or greater
than five percent (5%) of the Purchase Price as stated in paragraph 7, Seller may elect to terminate this
Agreement, and neither party shall have any further obligations under this Agreement. If Hazardous
Materials placed on the Property prior to Closing are discovered after Closing, Seller shall remain
obligated hereunder, with such obligation to survive the Closing, delivery, and recording of the deed
described in paragraph 18 of this Agreement and to survive Buyer's possession ofthe Property, and Seller
shall diligently pursue and accomplish the cleanup of Hazardous Materials in a manner consistent with all
applicable Environmental Laws and at Seller's sole cost and expense.
Further, if neither party elects to terminate this Agreement as provided above, Seller shall indemnify and
save harmless and defend Buyer, its respective officers, servants, agents and employees from and against
any and all claims, suits, actions, damages, liabilities, expenditures or causes of action of whatsoever kind
arising from Hazardous Materials placed on the Property prior to Closing. Seller shall defend, at Seller's
sole cost and expense, any legal action, claim or proceeding instituted by any person against BUyer as a
result of any claim, suit or cause of action for injuries to body, life, limb or property for which Hazardous
Materials placed on the Property prior to Closing are alleged to be a contributing legal cause. Seller shall
save Buyer harmless from and against all judgments, orders, decrees, attorney's fees, costs, expenses and
liabilities in and about any such claim, suit, investigation or defense thereof, which may be entered,
incurred or assessed as a result of the foregoing.
The limitation herein on Seller's contractual obligation to indemnify Buyer as specified in this paragraph
11 shall not be construed to limit Seller's legal liability under any Environmental Law for Hazardous
Materials located on the Property or to limit Buyer's legal and equitable remedies against Seller under any
Environmental Law for Hazardous Materials located on the Property.
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12.
Updated Survey. Buyer shall have the right, but not the obligation at Buyer's sole
cost and expense, to obtain an updated boundary survey for the Property (the "Updated Survey"). If
Buyer elects to obtain an Updated Survey, and the Updated Survey shows any encroachment, hiatus or
other condition that could affect the marketability of title to the Property, Buyer shall have the right to
obj ect to such condition as a Title Objection pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 13.
13.
Title Evidence. Seller shall purchase and deliver to Buyer at Closing a fee title
insurance policy (the "Policy") (unqualified, except as provided in this paragraph 13) with all printed
standard exceptions deleted, insuring Buyer as the fee simple Seller of the Property in the full amount of
the Purchase Price for the Property; such Policy to be purchased from and issued by a reputable, national
title insurance company acceptable to Buyer and Seller (the "Title Company"). Within fifteen (IS)
calendar days after the Effective Date, a commitment for such title insurance policy shall be delivered to
Buyer by Seller, including legible copies of all documents shown in exceptions (the "Title
Commitment"). The Title Commitment shall be dated later than the Effective Date, shall be in the full
amount of the Purchase Price, and shall have attached to it copies of all instruments described in said
commitment. The Title Commitment must disclose the title to be good, marketable and insurable. If
either the Surveyor the Title Commitment reveals any encroachments, overlaps, easements, restrictions,
covenants, conditions or other title defects (the "Title Objections"), the Buyer, within thirty (30) calendar
days after the Effective Date, may notify Seller of the Title Objections. Seller shall have the later of (i)
thirty (30) calendar days after receipt of notice ofthe Title Objections, or (ii) the Closing Date to cure any
such Title Objections. Seller shall have no duty to cure any Title Objections except that Seller must cure
liens or encumbrances evidencing monetary obligations of Seller at or before Closing. If any such Title
Objections, other than those that will be cured or satisfied at Closing, remain uncleared by Seller at the
end of thirty (30) calendar days after Seller receives notice of the Title Objections, then Seller shall give
Buyer written notice of Seller's failure to cure all the Title Objections and describe with specificity in that
notice the Title Objections which remain uncured and those Title Objections which will be satisfied at
Closing. Buyer may then do one of the following as Buyer's sole remedy:
(a)
Accept the uncured Title Objections and require Seller to deliver the title to the
Property at the Closing in its existing condition with no reduction in the Purchase Price; or
(b)
obligation hereunder.

Terminate this Agreement, whereupon all parties shall be released from further

Buyer shall give Seller written notice of Buyer's decision either to accept the uncured Title Objections or
to terminate this Agreement within ten (10) business days after Buyer receives written notice from Seller
of the uncured Title Objections. The failure of Buyer to give Seller notice of termination within ten (10)
business days shall be deemed to constitute an acceptance by Buyer of the uncured Title Objections that
then remain. Any matter disclosed by the Title Commitment or by the Survey which is not timely
specified in Buyer's written notice to Seller shall be deemed a "Permitted Exception."
14.
Buyer's Intended Use. Buyer intends to construct a Sheriff's Operations Center on
the Property and co-locate other non-profit and government type services thereon (together, the "Intended
Use"). Notwithstanding the foregoing, Buyer may use the Property for other good and lawful purposes.
15.

Default.

If Buyer defaults in its obligation to purchase the Property in accordance with the
(a)
terms of this Agreement or otherwise defaults in its obligations hereunder that are to be performed at or
before Closing, Seller's sole and only remedy against Buyer for Buyer's default shall be to retain any
Option Fees as liquidated and agreed upon damages.
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(1)
To the best of Seller's knowledge, none of the Property was excavated, other
than in connection with the standard construction practices for the construction of a building or buildings
on the Property, no landfill was deposited on or taken from any part of the Property, nor was any
construction debris or any other debris or contamination (such as, but not limited to rocks, stumps or
concrete or Hazardous Materials) buried on any of the Property, and the Property is free from
contamination by any Hazardous Materials as defined in paragraph 11.

Seller shall indemnify, defend and hold Buyer harmless from and against any and all liabilities which
arise after the Effective Date of this Agreement due to a breach of any of the foregoing representations
and warranties by Seller.
Seller shall not by any act or omission of Seller, alone or in conjunction with others, cause to arise any
defect in or burden or cloud upon the title (other than regular ad valorem taxes) to the Property
subsequent to the execution of this Agreement and prior to Closing.
Each of the warranties and representations contained in this paragraph 16 shall be deemed made as of the
date of this Agreement and again as of the date of Closing. Seller shall remain fully liable to BUyer for
any loss, harm, damage or expense, including reasonable attorney's fees and court costs incurred by
Buyer arising out of any breach or inaccuracy of any warranty or representation given hereunder or under
any other Paragraph of this Agreement and Buyer, at its option, shall be entitled to an offset and reduction
of the Purchase Price for any loss sustained or payment by Seller in cash upon demand.
17.
Interest Conveyed. Upon execution of this Agreement, Seller shall submit to
Buyer a properly completed and executed beneficial interest affidavit and disclosure statement as required
by Sections 286.23, 375.031(1) and 380.08(2), Florida Statutes. At Closing, Seller shall execute and
deliver to Buyer a statutory warranty deed in accordance with the provisions of Section 689.02, Florida
Statutes, conveying marketable title to the Property in fee simple free and clear of all liens, reservations,
restrictions, easements, leases, tenancies and other encumbrances, except for those that are Pennitted
Exceptions, in the sole discretion of Buyer and do not impair the marketability of the title to the Property.
The Parties shall also execute a closing statement, a title, possession and lien affidavit certified to Buyer,
an assignment of development rights, an environmental affidavit and any other Closing documents
required by Buyer, Seller or the Title Company. In addition, Seller shall authorize Buyer to issue funds
for the Purchase Price directly to an escrow agent who is authorized by law to receive such payments and
who is acceptable to Buyer, and to require the escrow agent to pay Seller's expenses of sale and real estate
taxes from the funds deposited with escrow agent.
18.
Preparation of Closing Documents. Priot to the Closing hereunder, Seller shall
submit to Buyer a properly completed and executed beneficial interest affidavit and disclosure statement
as required by Sections 286.23, 375.031(1) and 380.08(2), Florida Statutes. The Closing agent shall
prepare the deed described in paragraph 17 of this Agreement, the Buyer's and Seller's Closing
statements, the title, possession and lien affidavit certified to Buyer, the title insurance commitment, an
assignment of development rights, an environmental affidavit and any other Closing documents required
by Buyer, Seller or the Title Company.
19.
Proration of Property Taxes and Assessments. Real property taxes upon the
Property for the year of Closing shall be prorated as of the Closing Date on the basis of maximum
discounts allowed by taxing authorities, if any. Real property taxes for all prior years shall be Seller's
responsibility and shall be paid by Seller at or prior to Closing. If the amount of taxes for the current year
cannot be ascertained as of the Closing, the rates, millage and assessed valuations for the preceding
calendar year (with known changes) shall be used for purposes of making a tentative proration at Closing;
however, said taxes shall thereafter be finally re-prorated by and between Seller and Buyer (on the basis
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of maximum allowable discounts) upon receipt by Seller or Buyer of the statement or statements therefor
from the proper taxing authorities. The cash payment due Seller from Buyer at Closing shall be increased
or decreased as may be required by such proration of taxes. If the Property is not yet a separate tax parcel
and is included in other property of Seller, Seller shall receive Buyer's credit at Closing and shall be
responsible for paying the taxes for the year in which the Closing occurs.
20.
Permits. Seller shall transfer and assign to Buyer all st. Johns River Water
Management District, Florida Department of Environmental Protection, U.S. Army Corps of Engineer,
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, and any and aH other local, state or federal permits
and approvals applicable to the Property, if any, prior to Closing. Seller shall execute any documents
necessary to effectuate such permit assignments.
21.
Closing Place and Date. The Closing hereunder (the "Closing") shall be on or
before ninety (90) days after Buyer exercises the option granted herein; provided, however, that if a defect
exists in the title to the Property, title commitment, Survey, environmental site assessment, or any
documents required to be provided or completed and executed, the Closing shall occur either on the
original Closing date or within thirty (30) days after receipt of documentation removing the defects,
whichever is later. Buyer shall set the date, time and place of Closing. Closing may be extended beyond
the conditions stated above, with authorization of Buyer, for an additional thirty (30) days to allow Seller
time to comply with this paragraph.
22.
Risk of Loss and Condition of Property. Seller assumes all risk of loss or damage
to the Property prior to the date of Closing and warrants that the Property shall be transferred and
conveyed to Buyer in the same or essentially the same condition as of the date of Seller's execution of this
Agreement, ordinary wear and tear excepted. If the condition of the Property is altered, by an act of God
or other natural force beyond the control of Seller, however, Buyer may elect, at its sole option, to
terminate this Agreement and neither party shall have any further obligations under this Agreement.
Seller represents and warrants that there are no parties other than SeHer in occupancy or possession of any
part of the Property. Seller warrants that there are no facts known to Seller materially affecting the value
of the Property which are not readily observable by Buyer or which have not been disclosed to Buyer.
Buyer acknowledges that the buildings located on the Property have been vacant for a number of years
and that Buyer is purchasing the Property in "as is condition".
23.
Right to Enter Property and Possession. Seller agrees that from the date this
Agreement is executed by Seller, Buyer and its agents, upon reasonable notice, shall have the right to
enter the Property for all lawful purposes in connection with this Agreement. Seller shall provide Buyer
with keys to all buildings on the Property for such purposes. Seller shall deliver possession of the
Property to Buyer at Closing.
24.
Brokers. Seller warrants that no persons, firms, corporations or other entities are
entitled to a real estate commission or other fees as a result of this Agreement or subsequent Closing,
except as accurately disclosed on the disclosure statement required in paragraph 17. Seller shall
indemnify and hold Buyer harmless from any and all such claims, whether disclosed or undisclosed.
25.
Recording. Buyer may record this Agreement, or notice of it, in the Public
Records of Flagler County, Florida, at its discretion and expense. If Buyer subsequently terminates this
Agreement, if Buyer has recorded the Agreement or notice thereof, Buyer shall record a Notice of
Termination.
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26.
Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned by Buyer to another government
entity, in which event Buyer will provide written notice of assignment to Seller. Seller may not assign
this Agreement without the prior written consent of Buyer.
27.

Time.

Time is of essence with regard to all dates or times set forth in this

Agreement.
28.
Severability.
If any of the provisions of this Agreement are deemed to be
unenforceable and the unenforceability of said provisions does not adversely affect the purpose and intent
of this Agreement, in Buyer's sole discretion, the enforceability of the remaining provisions of this
Agreement shall not be affected.
29.
Successors in Interest. This Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of
Seller and Buyer and their respective heirs, legal representatives and successors. Whenever used, the
singular shall include the plural and one gender shall include all genders.
30.
Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the
parties pertaining to the subject matter contained in it and supersedes all prior and contemporaneous
agreements, representations and understandings of the parties. No supplement, modification or
amendment to this Agreement shall be binding unless executed in writing by the parties. Notwithstanding
the foregoing, the parties acknowledge that the legal description contained in Exhibit "A" was prepared
based upon historic chain of title information, without the benefit of a current survey of the Property. The
parties agree that if, in the opinion of Buyer, it becomes necessary to amend the legal description of the
Property to correct errors, to more properly describe the Property, to cut out portions of the Property
affected by title defects unacceptable to Buyer or which cannot be timely cured by the Seller, or to
otherwise revise the legal description of the Property, the legal description to be used in the Survey (if
any) and in the Closing instruments required by this Agreement shall be revised by or at the direction of
Buyer, and shall be subject to the final approval of Buyer. Anything to the contrary hereinabove
notwithstanding, such a revision of the legal description of the Property shall not require a written
amendment to this Agreement. In such event, the Seller's execution and delivery of the Closing
instruments containing the revised legal description and Buyer's acceptance of said instruments and of the
final Survey (if any) containing the revised legal description shall constitute a full and complete
ratification and acceptance of the revised legal description of the Property by the parties.
31.
Waiver. Failure of Buyer to insist upon strict performance of any covenant or
condition of this Agreement, or to exercise any right herein contained, shall not be construed as a waiver
or relinquishment for the future of any such covenant, condition or right; but the same shall remain in full
force and effect.
32.
Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, but
all such counterparts, when duly executed, shall constitute one and the same Agreement.
33.
Addendum. Any addendum attached hereto that is signed by the parties shall be
deemed a part of this Agreement.
34.
Notice. Whenever either party desires or is required to give notice unto the other,
it must be given by written notice, and either delivered personally, transmitted via facsimile transmission,
mailed postage prepaid, certified mail, or sent by overnight courier to the appropriate address indicated on
the first page of this Agreement, or such other address as is designated in writing by a party to this
Agreement. A copy of any notice given to Buyer shall also be given to the following representatives of
the Buyer: County Administrator, at 1769 E. Moody Blvd., Bldg. #2, Bunnell, Florida 32110, and also to
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County Attorney, at 1769 E. Moody Blvd., Bldg. #2, Bunnell, Florida 32110. A copy of any notice given
to Seller shall also be given to the following representatives of the Seller: Caroline McNeil, Chiumento
Selis Dwyer, PL, 145 City Place, Suite 301, Palm Coast, Florida 32164. and also to Ms. Margaret
Sheehan-Jones, CCIM, Broker Associate, Parkside Realty Group, Commercial Division, 210 Old Kings
Road S. Suite 500. Flagler Beach 32136.
35.
Survival.
The covenants, warranties, representations, indemnities and
undertakings of Seller set forth in this Agreement shall survive the Closing, the delivery and recording of
the deed described in paragraph 18 of this Agreement and Buyer's possession of the Property.
IF THIS INSTRUMENT IS NOT EXECUTED BY THE SELLER ON OR BEFORE THE 25 th DAY OF
April, 2013, BUYER SHALL BE UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO ACCEPT THIS INSTRUMENT.
THE EXERCISE OF THE OPTION PROVIDED FOR HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO: (1) APPROVAL BY
THE FLAGLER COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, (2) ADEQUATE BUYER
FUNDING AS DEFINED HEREIN, AND (3) BUYER APPROVAL OF ALL DOCUMENTS TO BE
FURNISHED HEREUNDER.
THIS IS INTENDED TO BE A LEGALLY BINDING AGREEMENT WHEN DULY EXECUTED.
[Signatures on Following Pages]
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SELLER:
FLAGLER CROSSROADS, INC., a Florida
corporation

By:
Name:

rJ:. dIlL
~
A.
~ Arn~

rUe,)..) .slnw

As Its: - _ _(ff-F-.Lce-=-=-5'..:....I=(/---'na--'--'--'('--_~_ _

OS/2.6
13
.
/

Date signed by Seller

BUYER:
FLAGLER COUNTY
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Exhibit "A"
Legal Description of Property located at 901 MOODY BLVD E
Parcel Number

10-12-30-0850-00180-0000

TOWN OF BUNNELL BLKS 18,33,34 & 37 & VAC ALLEY & VAC S ORANGE STREET & THAT
PT OF BL C TR 11 & 14LYING SW OF LEMON ST. OR 101 PG 2720R 100 PG 668 OR 85 PG 555556 OR 139 PG 702 OR 397 PG 170 OR 400 PG 342 OR 894 PG 1752 OR 132911 323-RESOL OR
1474/1350-0RD-06-23 OR 1474 PG 1356.
[To be verified by Updated Survey].
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Exhibit "B"
Option Agreement Approval

On May 6,2013, the Board of County Commissioners voted to approve the Option granted in the Option
Agreement for Sale and Purchase by and between Flagler Crossroads, Inc. and Flagler County, to which
this Approval is attached as Exhibit "B". Upon execution of the Approval, the Option Agreement shall
henceforth be considered a binding purchase and sale agreement pursuant to its terms and conditions.

FLAGLER COUNTY BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
ATTEST:
BY: ______________~----_
Nate McLaughlin, Chair
Gail Wadsworth, Clerk, and Ex Officio
Clerk to the Board of County
Commissioners of Flagler County

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Albert J. Hadeed, County Attorney
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8. Memorial Hospital
Moody Boulevard, Bunnell
Ownership: Adventist Hospital Group
Sale Price: $2,000,000

d) The remaining areas of emergency room, operating
rooms, X-Ray, central services and laboratories total
6,771 square feet and are located in the west area of the
building with an entrance offthe side parking lot.
e) The rear ofthe building houses a loading dock.

BuRRding Information
a) The Hospital totals 46,051 square feet, which
includes four wings with approximately 60 patient
rooms equaling 16,540 square feet. The Hospital is
located on the east side of the property. Each room
is sized at 12' x 18'. Each room includes a
bathroom and an individual AC unit; and each room
is currently wired for cable and telephone. The
nurse's station adjoining the rooms is 1,161 square
feet and is designed so that each department can
staff to handle client questions. This total ward area
is 19,416 square feet with approximately 3,000
square feet of corridors.
b) The cafeteria area totals 4,650 square feet, which
includes the spaces of the dining room, kitchen, and
storage area.
c) Administration, lobby, business offices and records
areas total 11,799 square feet and are located in the
north main entrance facing the parking lot and SR100.

GibraltarDesign

Frollt elltrallce to Hospital
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Hospital Existing Space Per Section
Description

Area (sq. ft.)

Wing - Rooms 101 thru 113

4,080

Wing - Rooms 201 thru 212
Wing - Rooms 301 thru 312
Wing - Rooms 401 thru 414
Nurses Station & Adjoining Rooms
Offices CCU/ICU & Nurses
CCU/ICU, Administration & Lobby
Business Office & Records
Material ManagementlPT & Labs
X-ray, Central Supply, Operating Room
Corridors Areas (4,664)
Cafeteria Area (4,650)
Maintenance Area
Total Area

3,936
3,936
4,588
1,161
1,715
6,498
5,301
5,175
6,771

.•

lane road, the town's main street heading east and west,
will be expanded to three lanes. Entrance to the site is
gained from several locations. The north entrance off
State Road 100 (Moody Boulevard) has a separated
ingress and egress service road. This entrance has a
median with ground cover and shrubs with an identity
sign at the SR-1 00 entrance. Along both sides of this
entry are the general public and staff parking areas
with 110 parking spaces. The other entranceways,
either east or west, are from the side street of Court
Avenue.

~~

't (pa?
2,890
46,051

S5I 3~~
Site
General Site Description:
The hospital is located on Moody Boulevard (State
Road 100) near the business district of Bunnell,
approximately one-half mile west of the existing
County annex buildings and one-half mile east of the
Flagler County Courthouse. State Road 100 is in the
process of being widened by the Department of
Transportation in the 2003 - 2005 time line. This two-

GibraltarDesign

Hospital parking lot
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The hospital, built in the late 70' s, is a simple
single-story ±50,000 square foot stucco-finished
masonry facility that appears in good shape- painted,
landscaped and maintained through a quality program.
The campus sits on ± five acres ofland surrounded by
residential on the south, commercial on the west and
north, and mixed use on the east. We observed that the
site has no permitted storm water management
treatment facilities, but has a drainage canal on the
south fence line. The parking lot to the west, located at
the entrance to the emergency room, has 40 parking
spaces and includes a helicopter pad. In the rear of the
building, a service driveway provides access with an
entrance to the cafeteria and loading docks for general
deliveries. There is grass area to the west that, if
required, could be used for additional parking.

EntlY to hospital from SR-IOO

HospitalmailZtenance facility

GibraltarDesign
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lFneRdl ObseJrvations:

Our finn visited the site on March 22, 2002, and perfonned
a cursory review. The site is in generally good condition.
Groundcover, landscaping and trees have been well
maintained. We observed a functional sprinkler system
currently used by the hospital in the front area of the
facility. The aesthetics and functionality of the parking lot
could be improved by resurfacing and restriping.
OOlIlcllusions:

The general conditions of the site would require little
capital improvement for the County to move in.

Structural
McVeigh & Mangum Engineering, Inc., consulting finn to
Gibraltar Design, conducted the Hospital Facility Structural
Analysis. Their report is as follows:
A.

General Structural System Description

Information presented herein has been developed from a
review of the architectural and structural drawings of the
building's original construction documents and a site visit
performed on March 21,2002. The architectural and
structural project drawings provided are dated December
1977 and July 1978. The finn of Willis & Veenstra
prepared the architectural drawings, and the firm of
Bowen, Joshi and Associates prepared the engineering
drawings.
The building is single story. All of the building's roof
surface slopes from an interior ridge line to exterior walls
at the perimeter of the building. The composition of the
roof consists of built-up roofing over 2" of lightweight fill,
over 2" of rigid insulation. The roofing system is
supported by 24 gage galvanized metal roof deck, which
spans between steel roof joists, spaced at 4 feet on center.
The roof joists span between steel beams and load bearing
concrete masonry unit walls. Steel columns at the interior
of the building and concrete columns, constructed
integrally with the exterior concrete masonry unit walls,
support the steel roofbeams.

Hospital front entrance

It appears that the concrete masonry unit walls of the

building provide the building's lateral support and carry
wind loads applied to the building.

GibraltarDesign
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The building's slab on grade is 4" thick over the majority
of the building. At the Mechanical Equipment Room,
located at the west end of the building, the slab thickness
is increased to 5". All of the slabs on grade are reinforced
with welded wire fabric, placed on a vapor barrier over
compacted fill. The foundation system of the building
consists of shallow concrete spread footings and strip wall
footings.

JB. Field! Observations
On March 21, 2002, our firm perfonned a cursory
inspection of the building. During this inspection, the
building was inspected for signs of structural distress or
deterioration. At the time of our visit, the majority of the
structure was not exposed to view. In order to examine the
roof, ceiling tiles were temporarily removed at various
locations throughout the building. Our inspection of the
roof deck and framing focused on areas that may have
previously experienced roofleaks, as identified by hospital
maintenance personnel and locations where new or stained
roof tiles were observed.
The exterior of the building was also examined. The
exterior walls of the building are finished with a spray
coating. An attempt was made to identify any significant
cracking in the walls of the spray coating finish of the
walls.
The building appears to have been well maintained, with
no signs of distress or deterioration observed. The areas of
the roof and floor decks and roof and floor framing, which
were observed through temporary openings in the ceiling
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grid, were in good condition, displaying no signs of
corrosion or deterioration. The exterior finish system of
the building also appeared to be in good condition with
minimal visible cracking at a few locations, which appear
to be non-structural in nature.

c.

Structural Analysis

As part of our structural evaluation of this building, we
have perfonned calculations in an attempt to verify the
adequacy of various typical framing elements specified on
the construction documents provided. Our analysis was
limited to the building's typical joist, beam, column, and
foundation sizes, and typical exterior concrete masonry
unit wall reinforcing. This analysis should not be
interpreted to be a comprehensive check of all of the
structural elements specified on the drawings provided.
Also, we do not certify that the building's structural
elements were constructed in accordance with the
construction documents.,
We discovered two potential deficiencies through our
cursory structural analysis. These deficiencies are the lack
of concrete masonry unit vertical wall reinforcing and the
lack of bottom flange bracing of the structural steel beams
of the roof. According to the notes on the structural
drawings, vertical reinforcing was only provided at door
and window openings and at the comers of the building.
With the use of this limited amount of reinforcing, for
analysis purposes, the walls are essentially unreinforced.
The current building codes do not allow non-reinforced
masonry to be used for walls of the height of this building.
Cursory calculations suggest that a minimum of #5 bars in
grout filled cells @ 48" would be required to satisfy the
xxi
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current code. More reinforcing would be required at the
higher walls of the building ' s gable ends.
The second potential structural deficiency, which we
discovered, is the lack of bottom flange bracing of the
structural steel beams of the roof. The beams are
articulated, or extend over the interior columns. This beam
configuration generates a compressive stress in the beams
bottom flange near the column when the beam is subjected
to downward roof loads. Likewise, when wind uplift is
applied to the building's roof, the bottom flange of the
beams- between colurnns-experiences compressive
stTesses. It is necessary that the bottom flanges of beams in
compression be braced. Without these braces there is a
possibility that the bottom flanges of these beams would
buckle under the compressive stresses experienced. The
required spacing of the bracing would vary, depending
upon the size of the beam and the load imposed. Our firm
typically specifies that a 2x2x1l4 angle be installed at each
joist, from the beam bottom chord to the top chord of the
joist. I would assume that bracing similar to this would be
necessary for several beams of this project.

Existing roof structure

In summary, our cursory structural analysis revealed no
deficiencies, except for the lack of concrete masonry unit
vertical wall reinforcing and the lack of bottom flange
bracing of the structural steel beams of the roof. The loads
used in the preparation of the structural construction
documents appear to be appropriate, and the structural
member sizes specified are adequate to support the
imposed loads.
Existing rated wall

GibraltarDesign
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D. ConcHusions

Our site visit and review of the architectural and structural
drawings of the building's original construction documents
have revealed no general deficiencies or matters of
concern, except for the two potential structural
deficiencies described above, related to the concrete
masonry unit wall reinforcing and steel beam bottom
flange bracing. These deficiencies may not be apparent in
the building's perfonnance unless the building is SUbjected
to a hurricane force design wind pressure.
With the exception of these two items, the building'S
structural design appears to be in compliance with current
codes and the structural elements of the building appear to
be in good condition.
This evaluation has been based on a cursory visual
inspection with minimal engineering calculations. A
detailed structural analysis and visual investigation of each
structural member could not be perfonned within the
scope of this project, and without disruption of the
operations of current users of this building. However, an
attempt has been made to identify any general problems
and document matters of structural concern that warrant
further investigation and evaluation. '
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BUllhllnll1lg KderRmr
o
o

o
o

o
o

The glass and window frame system is in good
condition.
The operable windows are all functional; however,
some require minor adjustments for smoother
operation.
All entry doors and hardware are functional.
All hollow metal doors show signs of use. All hollow
metal doors and frames should be sanded and
repainted.
All aluminum storefront doors and frames are
functional and in good condition.
The exterior walls are covered with an EIFS (exterior
insulation and finish system). Overall this system is
in good condition. There are a number of areas at
ground level that have been penetrated with mowing
equipment, which should be patched and repaired.

o

The roofis an approximately 2112 pitch. The roof is a

modified bitumen with a gutter system tied into
subsurface drainage. The roof is in very good
condition with no sign of leaks. (See Exhibit "A",
roofing contractor's report.)

Hospital building exterior

Hospital building exterior
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BuilldliIllg Interior
1) Carpet
a) The carpet in some areas appears to be relatively
new, and may only require steam cleaning.
b) There are several areas of old/worn carpet that should
be replaced.
2) Doors
a) All interior doors and hardware are functional.
b) All interior doors are plastic laminate, show signs of
use and need repair.

, 3) Walls
a) All interior walls are in good condition with only
minor patchwork required before painting.
b) Painting in many areas shows sign of wear. The
building should be painted throughout.
c) In the administration area, the walls are metal stud with
drywall or metal stud with paneling. The paneling is
dark in color, which decreases the lighting level.
Paneling should be replaced upon renovation of the
building.
d) The scope of our study did not include research on
evidence ofIead.

Corridor
Nu rses' Station
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4) Ceilings and Floors
a) The ceiling is a 2 x 4, lay-in acoustical grid system.
All ceiling tiles are in place.
b) Ceiling grid and tiles are old and discolored throughout
the building. Ceiling tiles have been replaced in many
areas and do not match. Ceiling grid and tile should be
replaced upon renovation of the building.
c) In the kitchen area, the floor is quarry tile and is in
good condition. The ceiling is a plastered ceiling with
several water-damaged areas that have been patched.

The kitchen ceiling should be removed and replaced
with an acoustical grid system.
d) The receiving room area is in very good condition. The
floors are exposed concrete. The ceiling is exposed.
One overhead roll-up door is in place; however, the
opening has been closed with masonry. This area could
be re-opened for deliveries.
e) The scope of our study did not include research on
evidence of asbestos. (See Exhibit "B", Limited
Asbestos Survey provided by Owner.)

Water stains on ceiling

Kitchell floor
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Smoke detector
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Mechanical & Electrical
The Mechanical & Electrical Analysis was conducted by
McVeigh & Mangum Engineering, Inc., consulting finn to
Gibraltar Design. Their report is as follows:

Kitchen

On Wednesday, March 20,2002, representatives of our firm
performed a cursory inspection of the mechanical, plumbing
and electrical systems serving the existing facility. Our
observations and findings are outlined in the following
paragraphs. Included is information obtained through review
of original construction documents as well as obtained verbally
from mechanics responsible for maintenance of the existing
systems. This firm is not certified in the investigation of
hazardous materials and any reference to such materials
(asbestos, polychorinatedbiphenyl, etc.) is made to prompt
further investigation by others as may be necessary.

Accessibility
Based on the current Florida Accessibility Code, buildings,
structures or facilities that were existing, under construction or
under contract for construction prior to the prevailing date of
January 26, 1992, are exempt from compliance with this Code.
The Flagler Memorial Hospital Building was constructed in the
late 1970"s and, therefore, exempt. Any future additions and/or
alterations should be evaluated individually to determine the
extent of accessibility required to meet the current Code. In
general, any portion of the building that is altered would be
required to meet the current Florida Accessibility Code.
Mechanical equipment
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MECHANICAL
A.

General Mechanical System Description
The common areas and administrative areas of
the existing hospital facility are mechanically
cooled by two air-cooled water chillers piped in
parallel and located on the ground outside the
central plant. From the manufacturer's
nameplate data, each chiller has an approximate
capacity of 100 tons. Chilled water from the
two chillers is circulated by way of a single,
constant-speed chilled water pump to several
central station air handling units located
throughout the building. Each air-handling unit
is equipped with a three-way chilled water valve
with bypass. Supply air is distributed from the
central station air handling units through
extemally insulated sheet metal ductwork to
ceiling and sidewall air terminal devices. The
patient rooms are heated and cooled ~y
packaged terminal air conditioners WIth electric
resistance heat located in the exterior walls.
However, the packaged terminal units have been
removed and a packaged rooftop directexpansion cooling unit has been added to serve
Wing C. According to hospital facilities
maintenance staff, all packaged terminal air
conditioners were replaced approximately one
year ago.

Mechanical equipment

..

~'

,

.

Rooftop exhaust fans
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The common areas and administrative areas of
the existing facility are heated by two gas-fired
hot water boilers located in the central plant.
Hot water is circulated from the two boilers by
way of a single, constant-speed hot water pump
to central station air handling units located
tlu·oughout the building. Each air-handling unit
is equipped with a three-way hot water valve
with bypass.

Shut-off valve

B.

Field Observations
Air-cooled chillers: One chiller appears to be
the original equipment installed when the
building was initially constructed. The other
chiller appears to have been installed five or six
years ago. Both chillers were running at the
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time of our inspection and appeared to be
operating properly. The newer chiller is a
Mcquay Model ALR080E (Serial
#57B8128101) manufactured in 1997 and
appears to be in good condition. The other
chiller is a Mcquay Model ALR08SAD (Serial
#3HK00420 OS) and appears to be in fair
condition with some minor deterioration.
Gas-fired hot water boilers: Each boiler is a
Cleaver-Brooks Model M4W-2S00 (Serial #GJ2044-M4 & #C-12043-M4) with 2,SOO,000
BtuJhr input rating and 2,000,000 Btulhr output
rating. Both manufactured in 1978, the boilers
appear to be the original equipment installed
when the building was initially constructed and
appear to be in good condition. Propane gas is
supplied to the boilers from two above-ground
tanks located adjacent to the existing Shop
building. Hot water from the boilers is piped to
a Patterson-Kelley hot water tank (Serial
#249368), which has recently been replaced and
appears in good condition.
Chilled water pump: The constant-speed chilled
water pump is manufactured by Taco, but the
nameplate is illegible. The pump shows signs
of severe deterioration and appears in poor
condition.
Hot water pump: The 7.5 hp, constant-speed hot
water pump is a Taco Model BB3010 (Serial
#C5B2F2TLO) manufactured in 1980 and
appears to be in fair condition.
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Central station air handling units: The central
station air handling units are McQuay Series
LSL and appear to be the original equipment
installed when the building was initially
constructed. Nearly all of the air handling unit
coils and condensate drain pans show signs of
severe deterioration and appear in poor
condition. Many of the air handling units have
inadequate traps in the condensate drain lines
resulting in inadequate condensate drainage
while the units are running. According to the
facilities maintenance staff, the air handling unit
coils are scheduled to be cleaned in the near
future.
Chilled water and hot water piping systems: The
portions of the chilled water and hot water
piping systems and associated insulation, which
were observed during our cursory
investigations, appeared to be in good condition.
Air distribution systems: The portions of the
existing sheet metal ductwork observed during
our cursory investigations appeared to be in fair
to good condition. Portions of the ductwork and
connected air terminals appeared somewhat
dirty and need to be professionally cleaned.
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Hot water tank

C.

Conclusions & Recommendations
As indoor air quality becomes an increasingly
significant issue, more attention should be given to the
condition and maintenance of air handling equipment.
The existing air handling unit coils and drain pans are
extremely dirty, rusted and corroded. Also, the
inadequate condensate pan drainage mentioned above
could result in the growth of bacteria, mold and mildew
inside the unit casings. These volatile organic
compounds (VOC's) could then migrate into the supply
airstreams and be transmitted to the building occupants.
The existing central station air handling units are
approximately 22 years old, in poor condition and are
due to be replaced. New double-walled, central station
air handling units with sloped, stainless steel drain pans
xxx
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Mechal1ical, cOl1til1ued

should be considered. New air handling units should
utilize 2" pleated pre-filters and 4"-6" cartridge filters
similar to those used in the existing units.
As stated above, the existing chilled water pump
appears to be original equipment. The pump appears in
poor condition and is due to be replaced.
In summary, the existing mechanical systems appear to
be in good condition, with the few exceptions
mentioned above. According to the facilities
maintenance staff, a comprehensive equipment
maintenance program has been implemented over the
last six months. It is highly recommended that this
maintenance program be continued.

II.

ELECTRICAL
A.

Power Distribution
The hospital's utility power is served from a
Florida Power & Light 277/480V, 3-phase, 4wire, 700-kVA transformer. According to
Florida Power & Light, the past maximum
power demand for the facility is approximately
480 kW or approximately 600 kV A. Electrical
service is brought into a 480V, 4000A main
switchboard. The maximum 600 kV A demand
translates to 722 amps, thus the switchboard has
seen less than 20% of it maximum capability.
From the main service entrance equipment,
distribution is extended throughout via electrical
closets in each wing/area.
Emergency power is provided for the hospital
by way of a 300 kW, diesel-driven enginegenerator set manufactured by Onan. The 2000
gallon concrete encased "Convaulf' fuel tank
will provide a minimum of 90 hours run time,
assuming the system is fully loaded.
Emergency power is split into 4 branches: life
safety, critical equipment and HVAC. This is
typical of hospital design requirements and
affords some protection against a fault in one
branch causing all emergency power to fail.

RooftopAHU
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The generator has been maintained fairly well
under a typical service contract and has been
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Electrical. continued

The life safety emergency system branch
distribution serves exit and emergency egress
lighting. Exit lights are typically white with
green letters and provided with long-life
incandescent lamps. There is a program in
place to replace these lights with new L.E.D.
lamped exit lights. Selected fluorescent light
fixtures along paths of egress provide the
necessary emergency illumination. The critical
brand emergency system also serves other
selected lights (in patient rooms and other nonegress areas). This critical lighting is typically
controlled in local switches whereas life safety
lighting is not switched and is always on.

exercised regularly. Accordingly, the system
should continue to provide adequate service
with normal routine maintenance.

c.

Special Systems

Generator

B.

Lighting
Lighting for the hospital is typically provided by
fluorescent 2 x 4 troffers. Lamping is energysaving T12 (34W) lamps driven by energysaving magnetic ballasts. Normal maintenance
on an "as-needed" basis has been provided for
the lighting systems. The author is not an expert
in ballast manufacturing, but the late 1970s
original construction date indicates there should
be no ballasts containing olychorinatedbiphenyl
(PCBs). A more thorough investigation of this
issue may be warranted.
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The fire alarm system is served by a Simplex
Time Recorder Company (currently owned by
Tyco) control panel believed to be installed
under original construction. Smoke detection is
provided throughout the facility (though no
smoke or heat detectors were observed in the
kitchen). Only one wing (TCU or "C" Wing) is
provided with full fire sprinkler protection.
Other selected areas such as storage closets are
provided with fire sprinkler protection. Alarm
annunciation is sounded by a chime system.
Though this system appears to be serviceable,
its age and arrangement make it a likely system
for upgrade/renovation by a new owner.
xxxii
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Electrical, continued

Telephone service is brought in by (3) 2"
conduits to a main telephone room, and then
distributed to sub-closets located in each wing.
Obviously service has been adequate for the
hospital's needs to date. Any new owner would
have to review the system in place against new
requirements. Similarly, the hospital is
provided with a limited security system that is
monitored in the main telephone. This system
may not be adequate for a new owner's
demands, especially in light of 9/11.

D.

against new needs. Fire alarm system
renovation would be "optional" but~ depending
on the extent of interior renovations and future
needs, may be prudent.

Conclusions & Recommendations
In summary, the electrical systems appear in
good condition at this time and we see no reason
they shouldn't continue to be serviceable.
Service size is more than adequate for new·
office loading. The original construction is neat
and workmanship like and has been well
maintained. Part of the maintenance program
has been to thermo-scan all distribution gear,
looking for any hidden evidence of heat
degradation. We've been told that the very few
problems detected have been remedied.
Generally, light fixtures are in acceptable
condition with scattered minor blemishes and
discoloration of lenses as would be expected of
a facility of this age. Any new owner would
have to perform a detailed survey of existing
telephone and security systems for evaluation
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Architectural Evaluation of Memorial Hospital
The chart on the following page provides options of renovation from simply painting the walls and moving in to complete renovation.
With the given size and layout of the existing hospital, the space would not function very efficiently.
If 50 percent of the area were remodeled, your efficiency would be greatly improved. The most effective solution to meet your needs
in the existing structure would be to demo all non-load bearing walls and design the interior space to your specifications. The only
solution that would be more efficient is to design a new building.
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Memorial Hospital Evaluation
Estimated Construction Costs
DESCRIPTION

#

QUANTITY UNIT UNIT COST

:n.

Patch & paint existing walls.

51,485 SF

2

Demo 50% of interior walls.
Patch & paint existing walls.
Replace interior demo.
Demo all flooring.
Total for Option #2

3,268
25,743
25,743
5,721

3

I
Demo 100% interior.
Replace interior.

TOTAL COST

REMARKS

$1.35

$69,505 Includes $.25 s.f. for wall patch/repair.

LF
SF
SF
SY

$7.74
$1.35
$69.65
$1.01

$25,294
$34,752 Includes $.25 s.f. for wall patch/repair.
$1,793,000 Includes basic cabinetry for offices.
$5,778
$1,858,824

6,536 LF
51,485 SF

$7.74
$71.00

$50,589
$3,655,435 Includes basic cabinetry for offices.
$3,706,024

24,290 SF
1 LS
3000 SY
51,485 SF
1

$4.25
$46,883.00
$6.78
$5.05
$54,915.00

Total for Option #3
Opti.onal
Costs:
Replace exterior stucco.
Replace air handlers per recommendations.
Price to resurfaceirestripe parking.
Total demo of existing building.
Replace existing window & doors.

$103,233 Includes minimum wall repair.
$46,883 Per fan coil schedule.
$18,300
$259,999 Includes dumpster.
$54,915 Includes minimum wall repair.

iGenelral Notes:
Air handler pricing assumes connection points
are reusable.
Total demo of existing building assumes easy
access to building without occupancy.
No asbestos, lead paint, or other hazardous
materials figured in demo pricing.
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C. Options and Recommendations
Comparison of Options:
There are advantages and disadvantages to the various options. Gibraltar Design has identified four areas of comparison that will
provide relevant focus and assist the County Commissioners to determine which option is the best for Flagler County. The points
of comparison are:
1. The initial costs associated with the purchase of property, design and construction of the needed space.
2. The ability to expand and meet future space requirements for the County.
3. Parking is a major issue; options vary greatly in their impact on parking.
4. Public acceptance of the location and facility cannot be overlooked. Public acceptance will vary greatly between the various
options.
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Estimated Property and Construction Costs:
Option #1, The Justice Lane (Sheriffs Operation Center/County Inmate Facility parcel), is owned by Flagler County.
The property cost would be that associated with detennining the uplands available to construct a 46,000 square foot single-story
administration building. A wetland delineation and agency review would be required. This study did not address wetland delineation,
soil borings and ecological.
Total Cost
=
$4,600,000

Option #2, The Bunnell Wastewater Treatment Plant parcel, is owned by the City of BunnelL This site does not have
the sufficient vacant property available for development.
Total Cost
N/A

Option #3 assumes (1) the purchase of the First Baptist Church for $900,000 asking price or best-negotiated price, that
all existing buildings on this property are demolished; (2) use of the Flagler County Parking Lot property; (3) purchase of Dr. John
Canakaris' multiple parcel site for $400,000 (vacant property with frontage on SR-IOO) and $500,000 (vacant building and property
comer of Bracher Street and Court Street) for these asking or best negotiated prices; and (4) construction of a new 46,000 square foot
single-story administration building.
Total Cost

$6,451,000

Option #4, Flagler County Annex Property, owned by Flagler County. The remaining easterly property available after
DOT planned purchase and detennination ofits retention ponds along with existing wetland would add approximately $1,100,000 to
this site for construction of a new 46,000 square foot single-story building. A wetland delineation and agency review would be
required.
$5,700,000
Total Cost
=
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..
O~tio~ #5 ass~es the purcha~e of CGll LLC Property for $527,500, its asking price or best-negotiated price.
AddItIOnal analysIs WIll be requIred to detenmne wetlands and additional fill requirements. This site meets the project land
requirements; however, it is located approximately 1.25 miles from downtown BunnelL This study did not address the cost of wetland
impact or site preparation requirements; however the construction ofthe new 46,000 square foot single story building with adequate
parking could be accommodated on this property. $100,000 estimated to provide city water and utilities to site for direct underground
bore.
Total Cost:
$5,227,500

Option #6, Bunnell Water Treatment Plant, is owned by the City of Bunnell. This site does not have the sufficient
vacant property available.
Total Cost
=
NtA

Option #7 assumes the purchase of George Lee's property for $342,000 assuming a 50% frontage at $80,000 per acre
described as property 450 feet offSR-lOO and 50% at $40,000 per acre non Hwy 100 frontage. The site meets the project land
requirements; however, it is located approximately 1.5 miles from downtown Bunnell. This study did not identify specific wetland
impacts; however, an upland site to accommodate the construction ofthe new 46,000 square foot single story building can be
identified. This site is not platted, will need to be rezoned and changes made to the City'S Comprehensive Land Use Plan. This
property can be entered from east and west after the completion ofHwy 100 construction project.
Total Cost
$4,942,000

Option #8 assumes that the County does purchase the Memorial Hospital Bunnell site for $2,000,000 at its firm asking
price. Also assumes that the County plans to remodel 100% of the interior section and replace interior with all new cabinetry, flooring,
ceilings, replace exterior stucco, window and doors, resurface and restripe parking, and replace air conditions handlers per
recommendations. The hospital site will become available after October 1, 2002. This site meets the land requirements and the
existing building is 46,000 square feet with existing parking of 150 spaces.
Total Cost
=
$5,771,900
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Comparison of Options
Adequate
Space
Option #1 Sheriffs Operation Center/ County
Inmate Facility
Option #2 Bunnell Wastewater Treatment
Plant
Option #3 First Baptist Church of Bunnell,
Flagler County Parking Lot Property and
Property of Dr. John Canakaris
Option #4 Existing Flagler County
Courthouse Annex Property on SR 100
Option #5 CGIILLC Property
IOption #6 Bunnell Water Treatment Plant
Option #7 Lee's Development
Option #8 Memorial Hospital

Key:
Adequate Space
Cost of acquisition
Expandability
Parking
Potential for Wetland
Mitigation Cost

GibraltarDesign

1 too small
1 most expensive
1 no room to expand
1 no space for parking
1 Greatest potential for cost

Estimated
Property and
Canst. Cost

Expandability Parking
of Building by
50%

Potential for
Total
Wetland
Mitigation Cost

10

6

10

10

1

37

1

8

1

1

10

21

10

1

10

10

10

41

10

3

1

10

5

29

10
1
10
10

4
8
5
2

10
1
1

10

1
10
1
10

35

1

1

10
10

21

27

33

10 adequate space
8 least expensive
10 space to expand building by 50%
10 adequate space with area to expand parking
10 Least potential for cost
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Ranking of Options

Rank

Options

Total

1

Option #3 First Baptist Church of Bunnell, Flagler County Parking Lot
Property and Property of Dr. John Canakaris

41

2

Option #1 Sheriffs Operation Center! County Inmate Facility

37

3

Option #5 CGIILLC Property

35

4

Option #8 Memorial Hospital

33

5

Option #4 Existing Flagler County Courthouse Annex Property on SR 100

29

6

Option #7 Lee's Development

27

7

Option #6 Bunnell Water Treatment Plant

21

I

8

r

Option #2 Bunnell Wastewater Treatment PIant

I

I

21

I
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BeBeG CONTRACTING GROUP, INC.
10562 New Klngs Road • Jacksonville, Florida 32219
Telephone: (904) 766·5800--. General Fax: (904) 766·1010 • EstlmatlngDept. Fax (904) 766-8747

June 4/2002
Gibralt?lr Design
Towne Center # 1 Office Building
75 West Towne Place
Suite #100
St. Augustine FL 32092
Attn: Rex Smith
Re:

Flagler Hospital
Highway 100
Bunnell/ FL

Dear Mr. Smith:
Upon your request, I conducted an on-site visit to the above referenced
facility and inspected the roof. I found the roof to be in good condition. There
were very few blisters and the gravel surfacing was well adhered. The baseflashing around the exhaust fans were tight and were showing very little sign of
deterioration. I did observe some gravel stop stripping plies, sheet-metal
_coverplates and flashing around one air conditioning unit that was in need of
some minor repairs. This work was minor in nature and could be repaired very
easily. Overall, my visual Inspection showed that this roof should give several
more years of service if properly maintained.

. LIMITED ACCESS SURVEY FOR 'ASBESTOS CONTAINING MATERIALS (ACM)
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL .. FLAGLER
.
ROUTE 1 MOODY BOULEVARD
BUNNELL, FLORIDA

Prepared for:
Mr. Frank Gidus
Hartman' & Associates, Inc.
Suite 1000
Orlando, FL 32801

Prepared by:

.Pb03 Environmental Testing & SelVice Company
473 North Pine Meadow Drive
DeBary, Florida 3271 ~
(407) 668-4545
#OOA-09-214

Peter Swarr, PE No.44159
licensed Asbestos Consultant No.63
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.: l.lMIIED ASBESTOS SURVEY
. Memorial Hospital-Flagler
'. Bunnell, FL

1.0)

INTRODUCTION
.

,

Airborne asbestos contamination. in a facility is a significant environmental
· problem. It has been determined and documented that .inhalation of significant
quantities of airborne asbestos fibers over an extended period of time can have
serious health affects. In order to assess an¥ potential health ri.sks within a facility,
· it is necessary to conduct a survey of the faCility·toidentlfy·and1ocate··?lnrfriable~or-'=
non-friable asbestos-eonta'fnlng materia1s (ACMl s) that may be I~tm";withl'ff ft ..
If and when ACM's are located within a facility, ·the ACM's must then be evaluated
and assessed to determine whether any immediate health hazards are presented·
to the building occupants. It must be noted that the presence of asbestos does not
necessarily mean that the health of the building occupants is endangered. A$ long
· as an ACM remains intact, in good condition and is not disturbed, damaged, or
mutilated, exposure of asbestos -fibers to the air is unlikely.
'Pb03 Environm~ntal Testing & Services Co. (PbOa) w~s contracted to perform a .
.
,
. survey of the Memorial Hospital-Flagler, BunneU, Florida.
.Pb03'S Asbesto,s Inspector(s) , Mr. Kevin {)'Malley ~nd Mr: Joseph Frashffir,
. conducted the inspection, which occurred Septe~ber 5 through September 71 r
. 2000. The. inspection identified areas where materials suspected of containing
asbestos were located. Wherever such materials were found, data was collected
regarding area . quantities,- conditions, and potential hazard concerns' and·
. deterioration factors. As necessary, samples. of each type of material were taken
'in different locations to determine actual 'asbestos cOntent.

All samples collected in ttjis survey were analyzed for asbestos content. The
analysis foUow~ the :Envir~nmental Protection 'Agency's (EPA) recommended
method of ·Polarlzed Light Microscopy (PLM), and the EPA-PLM ,protocol for the
determination' of asbestos fibers in bulk insJ,llation materials.
-.
2.0

REG.ULATORY REQUIREMENTS

-

Facility owners and operators are required to insure that employees or Occupants
of their facility are not exposed to unsafe levels of airborne asbestos. Allowable
fiber .Ievels are defined by the regulatory agencies and standards to be:
0.01 f/cc' - Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Clean Air Standard
-This standard was designed as a clearance crit~rion for'
. asbestos removal projects in schools. This means that if a
removal project occurs in a school, air te~ting must be conducted
.in the removal area after work is completed. The results of this
sampling rhust be below this level in order to allow re-occupancy
of this area.

;' '. Pb03 Environmental Testing and SeNies Co., Inc.
.
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0.1 ~ flee Occupational ,Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) Personal
,
Exposure Level
a

-This is the OSHA-permissible exposure limit (PEL) average over
an a-hour dar. This means that this is the maximum level of

~~~~~~.~ ,J~~··-t~?~~'~·"'Iia.Q#!C?.r.~~~J.?,I?¥~1E!!t._can R~. ~~s~fEQ§-«i~, .. t~

~e§Blr'§"'Qf. Pf.()w.c lon-anu~r-Q~.J!¥~
sampling' be af or near the PEL the employer

WI.mQy!

(.1-9""

_l'lQY:IY:

have to:

air

, - Notify Workers .
" Post Danger Signs
-Establish' periodic air monitoring regulated araas, and
. decontamination facilities
-Provide respiratory protection and personnel protective clothing
For these reasons, it "is important that the owner Qonduct a, combination of a
complete asbestos bulk survey arid periodip air monitoring to determine what types
,.of ~sbestos containing materials (ACM) are present in their building, what condition
these materials are in and to what extent these materials have become airborne.
Although only schools 'are federally mandated to conduct-asbestos surveys Qf their
buildings, most private industry and governmental institutions are having asbestos '
surveys conducted to limit their "liability with regards to ACM. Facility owner are
also arranging for periodi.c air monitoring to be conducted in areas of the building
where ACM exists and can not be immediately removed. These air results can be
qampared to current regulations as shown above -to dete'rmine if the airborne
concentrations are exc;:essive.
3.0)

: HEALTH ASPECTS OF ASBESTOS'

Asbestos is a generic' teml encompassing various fibrous mineral, silicates.
including chrysotile (hydrated magnesium silicate), amosite (iron magnesium
silicate), ,crocidolite '(sodium-iron silicate). tremolite (calcium-magnesium Silicate),
anthop~yllite (another iron-magnesiQm silicate), and actinolite (calciummagnesium-iron silicate).
.
,
. ,
The potential health ha~ards associated with exposure to asbestos results from
inhalation of airborne fibers; small asbestos fibers can pass readily through the
tJpper respiratory tract and be deposited inth,e terminal bronchjoles of the lung.
, There they can produce a local irntation,' which the body atter.npts to neutralize' by
initiating a tissue response. The resulting body'r(3sponse is encapsulation of the
fibers and consequent formation of "asbestos nodules." Asbestos fibers are the
. causative agents in cases of asbestosis .

" ,
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,In its most severe form asbestosis can contribute to, and result in, death due to the
.. inability of the body to obtain oxygen be~use of the heart1s ability' to putr1P' blood
through scarred lungs. . Exposure to airborne asbestos fiber:s has also' been '
associated with bronchogenic carcinoma (a malignancy of the interior of the lung)
mesothelioma (a 'diffuse malignancy of the lining of. the chest cavity or abdomen):.
and cancer of the stomach, colon, and rectum. Cigarette smoking can enhance
the incidence of bronchogenic carcinoma.
{

A NIOSH/OSHA committee concluded that "evaluation of all available human data

previaes'ne'evidef!ce"f()!~·-t~~,etd~r16J-=a'·'S~~4e~~I\Jf"E!sQ.~st9.~·~?t.eQ~gr~1.f. Tn~"" "
,e6imfm.fee-~urf-to-=-reeorTnlfEmij..:Mf:ltaf;-'to~nt'tJses-'15r-asoe'Stos-cannot be

·eliminated or less toxic materials substituted for asbestos. worker exposure to
asbestos must be controlled to the maximum extent possible."
,

,

In order to protect workers from such occupational hazards, OSHA has established
a permissible exposure limit of 0.1 fibers (longer than, 5 micrometers) per cubic.
centimeter of air' (fibers/cc) with an 8-hour. time-weighted average (JWA)
concentratioh limit.
.
'
..

4.0) , . COLLECTION OF DATA AND ,SURVEY OF FACILITY
.All sample collection. analysis. and interpretation were completed in accordance , .
with all federal, state, and local regulations affecting tnese procedures. .The
sampling and analytical techniques. used d~ring the survey are described below:
4.1)

SAMPLING PROTOCOL

The' Building and areas included within this contract were accessed and
visually inspected for the presence of al1Y ACM. This inspection included all
electrical, mechanical and fireproofing systems and the materials thereof.
·4.2)

SITE INSPECTION

Pb03'S . Building Inspectors, Mr. Ke~in O'Malley and joseph Frasher•.
inspected the facility for ACM's. The site inspection involved three steps: (1)
reviewing available blueprints, (2) arranging physical access and (3)
conducting the actual inspection.
'
.
Inspection of available blueprints, building specifications, previous
, asbestos surveys, or floors plans to determine known or likely locations of
asb~stos. Copies of reproducible floor pl~ns (if available) were made in order
to mark the sample locati(;ms
of. suspected ACM's.
.
Arrangements 'for physical access. As necessary. arrangements were
. . made to obtain keys, ladders, and access sites. If possible, time periods of
low activity wer,e sele~ed to minimize interference with building users:
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Initial ,Inspection. Mr.. 'O'Malley and Mr., Frasher ,inspecte9 the facility r
according to a predetermined search scheme and prepa~ed a list of potential
sampling sites. Along with this, pertinent data such as m.aterial, condition,
location, friability, quantity and factors used to determine exposure were
gathered. AS,sessments of all friable ACMs were made.,
'
4.3

SAMPLE SITE SELEC"nON

tne.lr

to

the

,Pomritla[ sarllpling sites were 'selected" 'by
a6lnW cnaraqterize
building's asbestos contenf and by their estimated exposure potentieil. large
surfaces with hjgh exposure potential were frequently sampled more than
once. ' This Was done to allow for the possibility that ·the surface, appearing·
homogeneous, is' in fact composed of more than one construction material. ,
4.4)

SEARCH PATTERN

In an effort to determine a pattern, several steps were' taken.

The Pb03
Building Inspector relied on his own judgement as to whether more than one
pipe or duct system supplied the site. When there was more than one
system, the boundaries of those systems were inspected, for chang~ in,
construction material.
In each ~oom or are~ 'that was addressed, hidden locations were surveyed
where'possible. These included such locations above suspended ceilings,
crawlspaces and underground pipelines.

as

4.5

SAMPLE TYPES AND CONCERNS

Although asbestos' is used· for ·over 2QOO commercial applications, only about
ten of these forms ~re truly common. With these forms, a' high degree of
certainty can be -obtained .with, a vi~ual inspection. Other potential ACM's'
were selected for sampling based on the application for which they were
used. These surfaces were selected from the foll~wing wpes:
1.

Spray-on materials applied to surfaces in public places or in air plenums
generally take top precedence. Those of a highly friable nature were
considered highly appropriate for sampling. These surfaces typically
, included spray-on ceilings and beams with spray-on insulation.

2.

Debris and dust, if found, in great amounts and considered to be'
possible ACM (generally if found near a ,known ACM in poor condition),
were given ,high priority for sampling. This is becau~e dust and debris is
generally cleaned up· in a manner that encourages the creation of
airborne asbestos dust, the very thing that should be avoided. '

3.

Pipe insulation, the most common of the ACM',S. .
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4..

Pipe joints associated with ACM pipe' insulation but may also be found'·
on fiberglass insulated pipelines.·
.

5.

Closely associa~ed with pipes is boiler and tank insulation. These have
the highest lik~lihood of being ACM's.
.
.. ' .

6.

Duct in~ulation,where found, was-commonly sampled .

. .7.

C~~Ii~~_t~le or panels.

8.

FIC)~t tiles

9.

Transite·Panels for heat protection.

are commonly aso8sttis 'parttculat1y 9~'i x 'g"ii"ii tiles.
.

.

10. ROOfing Material
11. Expansion Materials between concrete
12. Flexible connectors between Metal Ducting
4.6

SAMPLE ACQUISITION
'AII s~mples were taken ·according to the following methodologies:

1.

First wetting -the surface of the material to prevent the release' of fibers
during the sampling procedure.

2.

Extracting the sample with a corer or other. appropriate tool, being
careful to·collect a.representative sample of all layers encountered.

3.

Placing the sample. in a sealed impermeable container.

4..

Lab~ling th~ sa!TIple container with appropriate information and logging
. .
the Information Into a field notebook.'

5.

Seaiing the surface of the ·.sampled area with duct tape or other
appropriate means to prevent the .release of fibers as a resu It of
sampling techniques.

6.

Delivering the sealed sample to the laboratory for analysis.

In addition to taking samples of the friable materials' encountered during the
'survey, PbOa's inspector also assesse.d the overall condition, friability,··
. accessibility, types of damage, and factors affecting potentia.1 fiber.. release of
each material. .
.

Pb.f!.3 Environmental Testing and Service Co., Inc.
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ANALYSIS PROTOCOL

All bulk samples were analyzed using Polarized Light ·Microscopy(PLM). This is
the method of choice, whi·ch was recognized by the Environmental Protection
Agency· (EPA). PLM selVes several functions. Its main purpose is to identify
fibrous asbestos in bulk samples. The PLM method is also used to· distinguish
between the various types of asbestos withitHhe sam'ple:.'
,.
When a bulk a'sbestos sample is received, ·several representative portions of the.
sample are removed· and put into a labeled petri dish. The sample parts are
extracted using forceps. These extracted fibers are then placed on a microscopy
slide and. mounted us.ing a liquid of similar refractive indices.
. .
.

.

After mounting, the fibers are identified using Polarized Light Microscopy· (PLM), .
supplemented by dispersion staining. After fiber identification by PLM,;estimation
is made as to ·the percent 'composition of asbestos. The estimated percentages
are based on ,size, number, shape, density of each of ~he components, and on
. 'comparison to a standard set of samples previously quantitated by the interim
Research Triangle Institute (RTI) method.
.

Pbo.3 uses a laborc;ltory, which p.articipates in sever~l quality ,assurance programs,
including the. EPA .Bull< Sample· Rounds.. Bulk samples are sent to participating
laboratories quarterly, for microscopi9 identification of asbestos content. The.
results of this Quality Assurance program are available for pub.lic review. The
. laboratory also, participates in the NIOSH-PAT Program for Asbestos Air Analysis.
These samples are sent to participating laboratories. quarterly as well. The
samples are analyzed using Phase Contrast MicrosCopy and c9m~ared to results
from other .laboratories. All laboratories receive a "Proficient" or 'Non-Proficient"
rating, and the results are available for'public review.
As of S~ptember 11, 2000 a QA/QC review of the analytical results (verifications)
has not been completed for this project:
-.
-6.0

SURVEY LIMITATIONS AND PROBLEMS

Throughout the course of any asbestos survey, there are a number of problems·
and limitations that .affect the quality of the final report. These limitations may be
caused by access concerns. matenals with conflicting analytical results, materials
that can not be sampled, materials that can not be quantified and/or materials that· .'
were not surveyed due to recent reno',(a.tions or-instruction from the client.

PbCb Environmental Testing and Service Co., Inc.
Project #OCA-09-214
., 6,"

liMITED ASBESTOS SURVEY

'
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Memc;uial Hospital-Flagler
Bunnell! Fl ,

6.1

INACCESSI~LE 'AREAS

. There' are certain spaces within a building that can not be accessed during
the course of a normal survey without demolition activities. Those areas
would include, but are not limited to: .
'
Pipe and pipe joint insulation and' other potential ACBM behind and
within walls; above and within plaster ceilings; below and within floorsthat do not have access either through doors or by the raising of ceiling
-panels.
'
Tunnels which are enclosed, very small or unsafe.
Boiler Breeching and ducts that are enclosed with' steel or other
materials without access doors or p~nels.
!naccessible interior boiler insulation or gasket material.
Floor tile located underneath carpeting, other floor' tile or other materials
",
,

tnat can not be destroyed ordamagsd.,

Materials located at a height not accessible by ladders or other, means.
Underground pipe lines.
, As these areas 'are inaccessible and can not be surveyed, without destroying
·building materials, PbOa did not survey these areas. If at some future point, '
access is gained to these areas .for maintenance or other purposes, they
should be inspected for ACM's.
Inaccessible Areas within this project include but are not limited to:

·1;

Pipe Chases Behind Walls, Ceilings, Basements

2.,

Tile under Rolled Flooring, Tile andlor Carpet' '

3.

All Secured Rooms

',4.

Patient Occupied Rooms

;' '," ,,:;,Pb03 E~virOninerit~1 Testing and Service'Co.;,lnc.
Project ~A-09"214 "
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. 6.2

MATERIALS WITH CONFL1CTING ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Throughout the course. of an asbestos inspection, samples are taken of
materials that might possibly contain asbestos. The number of samples
"taken f;.nd the 10.catlons from which .the samples are taken is largely
dependent on the type and quantity of the materials.
Altho~gh

the inspector constantly endeavors tq place the materials into
homogeneous groups, the analytical results often come back with conflicting .
results with" some being positive and others being negative. When this
occurs, the inspector will return to the area and attempt to take more samples
of the material or define where the barrier between the positive material and
negative material exists. "
.

,"

.In some circumstances, it is impossible to determine a .dlfference between
the positive and negative materials with either building dates or phYSical
appearance. When this ~:memma occurs, th~ inspector must review the
available data and make generalizations as to asbestos content.
It is
important that these materials be addressed on a case by case basis and be
tested if they have been assumed to be positive.
Materials within. the Project which have conflicting analytical results include .
but are not limited to:
.

1.

6.3

NONE

MATERIALS "rHAT CAN NOT BE SAMPLi:D
In most asbe~tos survey projects, there are some materials that can not be
sampled. The.se materials are either not· able to be accessed (i.e. above
plaste'r ceiling's), would require significant damage to sample (Le. roofing
systems, fire doors) or are located behind •. beneath or around other materials
that are· not to be disturbed (i.e. floor tile located beneath other floor tile or
carpeting).
"
These materials that could not be sampled must be assumed to contain
asbestos until they can be property accessed and sampled. Once tlJis follow
. "up sa!11r.ling has occurred, that facility should update the data regarding this'
matena.
.
.
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The materials within the project buildings that could not be sampled but must
,be assumed to be asbestos until tested ,otherwise include but are not limited
to:
1.

Roofing system

2. ,Multi-layer naoring

6.4

MATERIALS THAT WERE SAMPLED BUT NOT QUANTIFIED

During the course of this survey. there' were matenals, which P~03 was able
to, sample but was not able to quantify. This occurred due to ll1~teria's 'that
were, too extensive to quantify (Le. mastics. glues, paints; e~c.); materials that
, routinely do not contain asbestos (Le. drywall. plaster, etc.) or materials that
are not currently regulated (i.e. roofing, floor tile, etc.).
For the materials that were not quantified during the survey, the facility should
follow the analytical results that are presented and treat each material
accordingly. Should quantification be required at a- future time, PbOa will
return.to the site and quantify these materials as ih the form of an Abatement
Plan. All quantities in this sur:vey are approximates and 'should not be used
for abatement activities without field verification.,
"
, -Sampled materials that were not quantified within the project include but· are
not limited to:

6.5

1.

All Materials that were reported to be Non-Asbestos Containing

2.

Duct Mastics

3.

Flooring and most non-friable materials

STAIRWELLS & AREAS THAT COVER MORE THAN ONE FLOOR

Some areas are not simply categorized due to their locations. These
'materials 'usually encompass more than one floor or- 'building within the
facility. Given this. they are not easily grol:lped or sorted in the computerized
, program provided for this facility.
The facility must endeavor to acknowledge these materials and/or areas
when determining - which areas to address for, removal, repair or
, encapsulation.
'
.:. h -;:' :: ",,', :PbD3environmental Testing .ahdService,Co';;::'lnii"
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Materials encompassing a variety areas throughout the facility of within the
project include but are not limited to: .
' .

6.6

1.

Thermal System Ins~lation

2.

Flooring

'AREAS NOT SURVEYED (PER INSTRUCTIONS)
the survey. for this project required PbOa to survey all accessible areas;
however, there were some ar~as, which were excluded' due to recent
renovation or instructions from the client not to survey these areas. These
areas are not included in the hard copy of this report nor are they included
within the computer program.
. .

It is important to reiterate that PbOa can not be held liable for asbestos
containmg materials that' may be located with' these areas as we were
specifically instructed not to surveyor include these areas within the survey.
..

.

.

Areas that were not surveyed within the project include but are not limited to:
1.

6.7

Roofing System ,

AR,EAS WITH LIMITED ACCESS
There are some: specific rooms and areas with the project, which CQuld be
initially accessed, but a full survey and sampling was not possible. This
usually occurred in. sensitive areas such as presidents' offices, accounting
ar~as and personnel offices.
' .
These areas have limited accuracy and all materials within these areas may
not be properly identified. Each of these areas should be.carefully reviewed
and checked priorto'renovation or removal activities ..
. Areas which could be accessed but could not be completely surveyed and
addressed within the project buildings include but are not limited to: .
.1.

.
:; "bD;I. ·E(lviro.n.m£t.nta( Te$ting~nd:ServJqaQo.~· (nc.. '" ,
.. Proje.ot#()QA·09·214 " .:":.:;M>-1.0 ;.~:.
.
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They were a very larg'e number of rooms that could not be accessed
due to secured locks or patient occupied. It is assumed the rooms not
sampled cont~ined ACM identified in other areas accessed.
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DATA COLLECTION FORM DESCRIPTION
The -field inspection data collection sheets found in Appendix I contain information ,
regarding the materials within the survey of each area._ Each material sampled is
listed by Sample 10 Number, Sample Description and Sample Location. This
allows Pb03 to distinguish areas of the building where the same type of material
may be fQund in different conditions or present different levels of concern. Every
line of data pertains to one material within one room or functional area.

-

I

Appendix I provides tne Data Collectiqn Chain of Custody fQr the sampling ,
conducted thrQughQut the facility~ AlsQ, included in this appendix is the laboratQry
analysis report fQr all samples taken.
, Appendix II provides _a summ~ry of all samp1e results.
'Apperiifix llrprQvldes summary of PQsitive samp-Ie resuits.
Appendix IV provioes the building drawings (if available) indicating were each
material sample. was taken. These are general drawings and nQt drawn to scale.
This will prove helpful when pl~nning or scheduling renovation or repair projects.

8.0 BULK SAMPLE RESULTS FORM OESCRIPTION
Appendix II cQntains the results of the bulk samp.l estaken during the survey_

·9.0FACILlTY FINDINGS

Asbestos containing materials were found to be present in the sa'mpled
materials listed below.
Please see Appendix III fQr quantity, condition and fiber count.

1) Thermal System Insulation (TSI) Wrap-Non-Friable Asbestos~ Boiler Room
2) Duct Mastic (Black) -Non-Friable- Through-out

'_J
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SUMMARY,CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMEN'DATIONS

Pb03 Environmental Testing & Service Co., Inc. was

contr~cted by Hartman . and

Associates, Inc. to conduct an Asbestos Survey of the Memorial Hospital - Flagler.
The property is located at Route 1, Moody Boulevard in Bunnell, Florida.
The Hospital is a (81) bed facility. The facility is mainly constructed of concrete and
block with a peaked roof. The building was originally constructed in 1970 with no
additions and minimal renovations.

,Pb03's ASbffistos Inspector(s), conducted the inspection on September 5th through

September i ,2000. The inspection identified areas where m'aterials suspected of
containing ,asbestos were located. Wherever such materials were found, data was
,. collected regarding, conditions, and potential hazard concerns and deterioration
factors. As necessary, ~amples of each type of material were taken ,in different
locations (excluding the ~oofing system) to determine actual asbestos content.
. --- . All samples collected in this survey were- analyzed for -asbestos content. The -analysis followed the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) recommended
method ·of Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM), arid the EPA-PLM protocol for the
. determination of asbestos fibers· in .bulk insulation materials_ The samples were
analyzed by a National Institute for Sta'ndards and Technology/National Voluntary
. Laboratory Accreditation Program (NISTlNVLAP) accredited laboratory.
There was atotal of '(18) 'bulk samples (excluding of all potential sub-samples) of
,.suspect materials collected and (21) samples were analyzed by EPA600/R-93/116
.Method. Based upon our visual observations, bulk sampling of sus'pect -materials
and subsequent microscopiC analysis, we have determined that regulated and nonregulated amounts. of asbestos minerals were detected in (03) samples.·
The ' following asbestos containing materials were identified in the building.
(Reference-"Summary of Positive Asbestos Samples")

• Black Duct Mastic'
. • 'TSI (Thermal System Insulation)- Non-Friable

,CONCLUSION:
This survey . should be used to identify asbestos containing material and
components prior' to any planned' demolition, renovation, and/or maintenance
activities.
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,The asbestqs containing materials (all non-friable) identified'in this surVey were
,observed to be generally intact and in good condition. (Reference - "Bulk Sample
Analysis and Location Summary").
'

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Operation and Maintenance Plan (for the management of asbestos in place)
be implemented to prot~ct all occupants ~nd maintenancel service
workers from the potential releases of asbestos. This plan should remain in
~ffect until such time, the asbestos containing material is abated. The Operation
,and Maintenance Plan' shall be designed by a Florida licensed, Asbestos
Consultant to comply with federal, state, and local regulatory, requirements
including but oot limited to OSHA Standard (29CFR 1926.1101)
• ' Conduct Asbestos Awareness Training for all personnel working within areas' of
, Asbestos containing Materials, in accordance with Asbestos Standard 29CFR
1926.1101.

•
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APPENDIX I
DATA COLLECTION CHAIN OF CUSTODY'
SHEETS AND LABORATORY BULK
ASBESTOS SAMPLE ANALYSIS
REPORTS

," :.;,'."- C{' . Pb03 Ei1Vironmenta/resting and Service Co.,lnc.
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'LABORATORY' REPORT

CAROLINA EIIVIIlONMlIiTAL, INC.
f 02. K Commoll'flea 1111 Court, Ca IVf Nt 27611

&aDlS~QS

Fax: (91Ql £6t-1tW2

Phornt. (GIst 4/31-1413

Client:. Pb03 Environmental Testing Service

BUkll lYIALIStS

eEl Lab Cade:

Co., Inc.

Received:
Analyzed:
Analyst:

473 N. Pine Meadow Drive
Debary
, FL 32713

AOO·3491

09-0B-OO
09-0a·OO
800tt Minyard

Prajecl:Mamorial Hospital - Flagler
I.

F

c:: E I

CLlENf 10

FH-01

SAMPLE PESCRIPTION

LAB 10

A42612

%
ASBESTO~

DRYWAll

ND

Off~whlte,Blue. Fibrous,Loosely

Bound
75%
CELL
5%
FBGl
5%.

GYPSUM
~o.

FH-02

-----

'. A42513

PAINT

..

1()~

5%

BQQFD~CK MATERIAL.

ND

Tan, Beige. Non-fibrous, Loosely Bound
BIND

75%
25%

MICA

FH-03

A42514

CELL

ND

Ql:iUHaIlI..E
GreY,Off-white. Flbrous,Loosely Bound
BIND
40%
CELL
FBGL
6%
PAINT

PERL
FH~04

A42515

MASTIQ

-

1l?%

PAINT

-'--'
A42516

---.

FH-06

-

)1NVL FLOOBlrsG ANC MASTlQ
PIND
MAST

A42517

3% .

CELL

7%

NO

Beige,Off-whl1e, Non~flbrous,Bound
. VINYL
90CYQ
eeL./.

._-. ' - - -

26%
15%

-NO

Tan. Off-white, Fibrous,Bound
.90%
MAST

---.
FH·05

<1%

<1 %

5%.

5%

CHRY 8%

MASllC
Black, Fibrous1 Bound
Cl1RY

6tK.

MAST

'-_. -_.

92%

CElL

<1 % .
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INC.
Clry\ He

,.:r,:· ...: .

27511

Fax: :. 91H81·1M~

Lib C@det AOQ-3491

•
CLIENT "0

eEl
LAB ID

%
ASBESTOS

SAlilPLE DESCRIPTION
\

I

FH-07

A42618

WALL E~ETBATIOI!I MASIIC

ND

Red. Flbrous,Sound
MAST

85%

SVNT

15%

~--.

FH-Oa

A42519

ISI~AAP

ND

Tan, Silver, Rbrou$t LOosely Bound
BIND
45%
Cat
FOIL.

FH-09

------

A42520A

S!O~

FeOL

25%
10%

fLWBIILE

ND

Off-wh,it&, Blue, Non..fibrous. Tightly Bound

VINYL
MICA

A42520B

,M6STlQ
Ye[(ow, Non-fibrous, Bound
MAST

FH-10

97%
3%

CELL

ND
'.

100%

CEll

.

A42521

<1%

<1 %

._- ..

QUcTMASUQ

NO

Off-white. Rbrous,Bound
NAST

80%

SYNT
WOll

FH.. 11

FH-12

A42522

-.

A42523

QUCTMaSnC
Grey, Non-fibtOUs,B~und
MAST

BINO
p~

1\42524

NO
100%

CEll

d%

Ql;IUNG IJLJii
Grey, Off-whIte, Flbrous.lonsa/y Bound

PAINT
FH~13

10%
10%

'YMHOODWCT
- --

46%
2%
13%

CaL
FSGl

NO
26%
16%

"-

ND

Off-white. Fibrous,Loosely Bound
BIND

- -..

GO%

C8..L

SVNT

25%
15%

-_. -- -- ,-- - ' - "- ._-
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OI,.lENT ID

FH-14

I1fOlect: Memortm1 Hospiwl- Fiagter
~511

l~b

Cgde: AOO-S491

Ii

•

eel
LAII ID

PUQIMASTIO
,Off·white. Fibrous. Bo UI'Id

A42525

MAsT
FH-15

ND
85%

5%

CEU.

DUCIMASTIQ

A42526

-

'-.

%
ASBESTOS

SAMPLE DESCRIP'rION

CHRY

8%

Black, Flbr(lus,Bound
CHRV 8 %

FH-16

·A42527

,92 %

t.1AST

Ct:Ll

--------------DR\'WAU.AND JOINT COMPOUNQ
Off-white, Beige~ Fibrous, loQ$ely BouOd
GWSUM 70 % OElL
BIND

A42528

6 %,..,_ _ _

2%

-.E£RL
A42529A

..,-_ _

'QEILING TILE
Beige, Off-white, Fibrous, Loosely Bound
BIND
4S % CCll
PAINT

FH-18

15%

10%

_ _..:...:P~NT

FH-17

ND

FBGl

ND
35%
10 %

,.O~_.

E.L,QOR TILE

ND

Beige, Tan. Non-fibrous, Tightly Bound
VINYL

(IS %

MIOA

5%

CELL

--- --- - - - --- ------ ---

'A42529B

--.t--..
/

FH-20

MWIQ
Vellow, Abrous,Bound
MAST

9S%

<1 %

--- ---ND

oeu..

_____ .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4_.... ___ _
CHRY 10%
A42630
WBAe
Blu9. Off-wh1t9. Fibrous, Bound
CHRY 10 %

____

BIND

70 %

PAlNf

10%

~L

.

oeLl..

-1Q.~_.

<1 %

_
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The following definltiM8 apply to ttle abbreviations.
BULK ANALYSIS REPORT:

U$~

~l.

in the ASBESTOS

CHAY = Chryso1i1e

CEll = Colk-doso

DEBR = Debris

.AMOS -:: AmosHe

FBaL

SINO

III!

CROC ..:. Crocldolite

Sill

:= SUloates

ANTH ;" Anlhophyllite

ORGN ;: Organics
SVNT = Synthetics
WOll = Wollastontte

ACTN = Actinolite

CERWl12 ceramic Wool

PlAS :: Plaster

NO

NTREM

TREM = Trema!ite

=,Norte Oet9Cted

:=

Fibrous GIa$S

=

=No"-Asbes~lform

AI'IIt'klphytrlte

.CLIE:NT:
.PROJECT:
eEl LAB CODE:

PbOS Environmental Testing Servioe Co.,

Binder

GRAV Gravel
MAST I : Mastic

Tramofiw

NANTH = Non-ASbestiform '

..
;:J :~h~ ,C'::~p)~;QB.». ~;;:; ";

;\.,' ..

PERL

=Pertlte

AU8R

~Rubber

lrio~

Memo(ial Hospital- Aagler
AOQ-3491

Stereoscopic microscopy and polarized rtght miQl'OScopy coupled with dispersion staining Is the analytIcal technique used
for sample Identification. The percentage of each component is visually estimated by volume. These results pertain only
.to the samples analyzed. The samplos were analyzed as submitted by lIle client and may not be representative 01 the larger
material in question. Unlass notified in writing to retum sample8t CarOlina Environmental. Ino. will discard all bulk samples
after 80 daY$.
"
.
The EPA has no .approved t,est method for the·identification Of asbestos In vinyl floor tiles, Many Vinyl floor tiles hav&been
manufaCtured using graater 1han 1% ubestos. Often the asbestos was mllted 10 a fiber size below
detection limit of
polanzed light niloroscopy. Therefore, a -None DeteolGd" (NO) reading on vinyl floortlla does not necessarily exclude the
presence of Bsbestos. Tral1smisslon electron mloA)ScoPY provld9$ a more conclusive fOrm of analysis for vinyl floor tiles.

too

It Is certified by lhe signature bQlow thatCarotina Environmental. Inc. Is accrecrlted by the National Voluntary' Accreditation
Program (NVLAP) for the analysis 01 asbestos in bufk materials. The aoetedited tast method Is EPA' 6001 M4-821 020 for
the arialy&IS of asbestos in building materials. Prooedures described In EPA 1600 I R-93 , 116 have bean ineorporat&d
where applicable. carolina Envlronmental,Inc.'G NVLAP accreditation number is '101768-0. This report is notto be user;
to claim product endorsoment by NVlAP or any agency of the U. S. Government. This report ana Its contents are only
valid when rGproduced in full.
'
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H1A FILE #12-3904

Summary Appraisal ·Report
of
Flagler Crossroads Property
901 East Moody Boulevard
Bunnell, Flagler County, FL 32110

Effective Date
September 27,2012

Prepared for
Robert A. Erickson, Senior Credit Underwriter
Independent Bankers Bank
615 Crescent Executive Ct, Ste 400
Lake Mary, FL 32746-2109

Prepared by
Russell J. Hamilton, MAl
State-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser RZ1292

HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
Commercial Real Estate Appraisers
4606 S. Clyde Morris Blvd., Ste 26
Port Orange, FL 32129-7454

HAMILTON & JACOBS
A

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS '& CONSULTANTS
Honesty, Integrity & Quanty Since 1924
Norman G. Hamilton (1882 - 1955)
N. Arthur Hamilton, MAl (1918 - 2005)
Alfred A (Chip) Hamilton, MAl
Siale-Certified GeneraJ Real Estate Appraiser RZ114

Russell 1. Hamilton, MAl
SIa'e-Certifled General Real Es.a.e Appraiser RZ 1292

4606 S. Clyde Morris Blvd ., Suite 2B
Port Orange, Florida 32129-7454
T 386.236.0848
F 386.236.0852
info@hjappraisal s.com
www.hjappraisals.com

October 4, 2012

Robert A. Erickson, Senior Credit Underwriter
Independent Bankers Bank
615 Crescent Executive Ct, Ste 400
Lake Mary, FL 32746-2109
Re:

Flagler Crossroads Property
901 East Moody Boulevard
Bunnell, Flagler County, FL 32110
HJA File #12-3904

Dear Mr. Erickson:
At your request, we have prepared an appraisal for the above referenced property. The purpose of this
appraisal is to provide our opinion of the market value of the fee simple interest in the subject. The
intended use of this appraisal report is for loan underwriting purposes. This appraisal is intended for the
use of Independent Bankers Bank, loan participants and appropriate regulatory agencies only; there are
no other intended users.
This summary appraisal report has been completed in accordance with Standards 1 and 2 (the Real
Property Appraisal standards) of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal
Foundation and the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the
Appraisal Institute and Title XI of the Financial Institution Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989
(FIRREA). The attached report details the scope of the appraisal, level of reporting, definition of value,
valuation methodology, and pertinent data researched and analyzed in the development of this appraisal.
We certify that we have no present or contemplated future interest in the property beyond this opinion of
value. Your attention is directed to the General Assumptions and Limiting Conditions, located on page 10.
Acceptance of this report constitutes an understanding of and agreement with these assumptions and
conditions.

Extraordinary Assumptions: None
Hypothetical Conditions: None

Robert A. Erickson, Senior Credit Underwriter
Independent Bankers Bank
October 4, 2012

It is our opinion that the market value of fee simple interest In the subject, "as is", as of September 27,
2012, was:

ONE MILLION FOUR HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS

($1,450,000)
This confidential report is prepared for the sole use and benefit of Independent Bankers Bank (IBB) and is based- in
part upon documents- writings- and information owned and possessed by IBB. This report is provided for
informational purposes only to third parties authorized to receive it. The appraiser-client relationship is with IB8 as
the client. This report should not be used for any purpose other than to understand the information available to the
client concernIng this property. IBB and the appraiser assume no responslbJ1ity if this report is used in any other
manner.

IN ORDER FOR THIS VALUE OPINION TO BE CONSIDERED VALID, THIS LEITER MUST
REMAIN A ITACHED TO THE REPORT, WHICH CONTAINS 40 PAGES PLUS RELA TED EXHIBITS.

Thank you for the opportunity to be of service. If you have any questions about this report, please do not
hesitate to give us a call.
Respectfully submitted,
HAMILTON &jACOBS, LLC

l!u1

Russell J. Hamilton, MA
State-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser RZ1292
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Certification Statement
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting
conditions, and are my personal, impartial and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and no personal
interest with respect to the parties involved.
I have performed no appraisal or other service regarding the property that is the subject of this report within
the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment.
I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties involved with this
assignment.
My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results.
My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a
predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion,
the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended
use of this appraisal.
My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with
the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and the Standards of Professional Practice of the Appraisal
Institute, which include the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review by its duly
authorized representatives. It is also subject to the requirements of the State of Florida relating to review by
the Florida Real Estate Appraisal Board.
No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person signing this certification.
I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
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Executive Summary
Property Name:

Flagler Crossroads Property

Client:

Independent Bankers Bank

Property Location:

The improved building site is located along the south side of
canakaris Street, between South Lemon Street and South Chapel
Street in Bunnell, while the parking lot site is located along the
south side of East Moody Boulevard, between those same streets.
The street address is 901 East Moody Boulevard, Bunnell, Flagler
County, FL 32110.

County ParcellD Number:

10-12-30-0850-00180-0000

Apparent Owner of Record:

Flagler Crossroads, Inc., 880 Airport Road, #108, Ormond Beach,
FL 32174

Land Area:

278,850± square feet or 6.40± acres

Building Area:

57,954± square feet gross building area, including 53,827±
square feet in the old hospital building and 4,127± square feet in
a former maintenance/storage building.

Year Built:

1979 - old hospital building
1985 - maintenance/storage building

Property Overview:

The subject is a former 81-bed hospital property. It was utilized as
Flagler County's only acute-care hospital from about 1979 until
early 2003, when Florida Hospital opened its new hospital on SR
100 near Interstate 95. The subject has been unoccupied since
early 2003.

It is comprised of the former hospital building that is located along
the south side of canakaris Avenue, and a maintenance/storage
building located in the southwest corner of the site that has
access from South Chapel Street. The former hospital building was
constructed of average quality materials and workmanship, but
currently is in shell condition only. Additionally, there are two
parking lots across Canakaris Street from the former hospital
building that are part of the overall property.
Census Tract:

0602.09

Type of Value:

Market value

Property Rights Appraised:

Fee simple interest

Highest & Best Use
As Though Vacant:

Hold as vacant for future commercial development as demand
dictates

HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
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Continue to hold as a shell building until there is market demand
for redevelopment of the property

As Improved:

Future Land Use Category:

The improved building site has an existing FLU designation of
Public (Bunnell). A discussion with Dennis Fischer, Bunnell Building
Official, indicated that this designation was instituted specifically
for the former hospital's use and that it may eventually be
changed to allow more commercial uses; a FLU designation of
COmmercial High Intensity may be possible.
The parking lot site has an existing FLU designation of Commercial
High Intensity

Zoning Classification:

The improved building site is zoned 0-1, Office, medical & related
services; the parking lot site is zoned B-2, Business; existing
zoning is consistent with the existing FLU.

Assessments:

$534,000 (2011 certified)
$353,952 (2012 preliminary)

Reporting Option:

Summary appraisal report

Effective Date of Value:

September 27, 2012

Date of Report:

October 4, 2012

Fee Simple Value, As Is:

$1,450,000
This confidential report is prepared for the sale use and benefit of
Independent Bankers Bank (IBB) and is basect in part, upon documents,
writings, and information owned and possessed by IBB. This report is
provided for informational purposes only to third parties authorized to
receive it The appraiser-client relationship is with IBB as the dient This
report should not be used for any purpose other than to understand the
information available to the client concerning this property. IBB and the
appraiser assume no responsibility if this report is used in any other
manner.

Extraordinary Assumptions:

None

Hypothetical Conditions:

None

Important Considerations
After the current owners purchased the property in 2006, they did some limited interior demolition work
to prepare the property for redevelopment into offices. Once the economy took a turn for the worse, the
interior demolition work stopped. The owners are awaiting an improvement in the economy before
proceeding with redevelopment plans. There have been discussions with a number of potential
buyers/tenants, but so far no definitive plans have been agreed upon.
Although all of the carpet and much of the ceiling has been removed from the former hospital building,
additional interior demolition would be required prior to any redevelopment of the building. We
understand from Eric Garvey, the owners' construction representative, that the building's exterior and
load-bearing walls and roof are structurally sound, although the roof covering will likely need to be
HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
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replace during redevelopment. It is assumed that the basic mechanical, plumbing and electrical
components are in usable condition, although the air conditioning system, plumbing fixtures and some
electrical work will undoubtedly need to be replaced during redevelopment. About 15% of the building is
currently fire sprinklered; according to Bunnell city offiCials, the entire building must be fire sprinklered
prior to being re-occupied. And according to lim Newslow, the subject's owner, he has maintained the
certification for the fuel storage tank for the emergency generator, however, the emergency generator
itself has not been tested in several years. That item mayor may not need to be replaced during
redevelopment. The contributory value of the fuel storage tank and the emergency generator
has not been included in our value conclusion.

We were unable to access the interior of the maintenance/storage building, but assume it is also in
basically shell condition.
Site improvements include asphalt paved parking/drives, irrigated landscaping and site lighting. All of
these items will need to be replaced during redevelopment of the property. According to dty offiCials, if
redevelopment results in additional impervious areas being created, onsite stormwater retention would be
required. There are currently 136± marked parking spaces, resulting in a parking ratio of about 2.3
spaces per 1,000 square feet of building area. The site is served by dty water and sanitary sewer.
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General Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
This appraisal and report has been made with the following general assumptions:
• No responsibility is assumed for the legal description provided or for matters pertaining to legal
or title considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and marketable unless
otherwise stated.
• The property is appraised free and clear of any and all liens or encumbrances unless otherwise
stated.
• Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.
• The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable, but no warranty is given for its
accuracy.
• All engineering studies are assumed to be correct. The plot plans and illustrative material in this
report are included only to help the reader visualize the property.
• It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil or
structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions
or for obtaining the engineering studies that may be required to discover them.
• It is assumed that the property is in full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local
environmental regulations and laws unless the lack of compliance is stated, described and
considered in the appraisal report.
• It is assumed that the property conforms to all applicable zoning and land use regulations and
restrictions unless a non-conformity has been identified, described and considered in the
appraisal report.
• It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents and other legislative
or administrative authority from any local, state or national government or private entity or
organization have been or can be obtained or renewed for any use on which the opinion of value
contained in this report is based.
• It is assumed that the use of the land and improvements is confined within the boundaries or
property lines of the property described and that there is no encroachment or trespass unless
noted in the report.
• Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous materials, which mayor may
not be present on the property, was not observed by the appraisers. We have no knowledge of
the existence of such materials on or in the property. We, however, are not qualified to detect
such substances. The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation and other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of the property. These
opinions of value are predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the
property that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for
any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The intended user is urged to
retain an expert in this field, if desired.
• No information regarding the soil conditions of the subject site was provided for this analysis.
These opinions of value are predicated on the assumption that there are no such adverse soil
conditions impacting the property that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed
for such conditions or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The
intended user is urged to retain an expert in this field, if desired. A survey revealing any adverse
soil conditions on the site could have an impact on the values concluded herein.
• No information regarding the environmental condition of the subject site was provided for this
analysis. These opinions of value are predicated on the assumption that there are no such
adverse environmental conditions impacting the property that would cause a loss in value. No
responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for any expertise or engineering knowledge
required to discover them. The intended user is urged to retain an expert in this field, if desired.
An audit revealing any adverse environmental conditions on the site could have an impact on the
value concluded herein.
• The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became effective January 26, 1992. We have not made
a specific compliance surveyor analysis of the property to determine whether or not it is in
HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
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•

conformity with the various detailed requirements of ADA. It is possible that a compliance survey
of the property and a detailed analysis of the requirement of the ADA would reveal that the
property is not in compliance with one or more of the requirements of the act. If so, this fact
could have a negative impact upon the value of the property. Since we have no direct evidence
relating to this issue, possible noncompliance with the requirements of ADA was not considered
in reaching the value concluded herein.
No building inspection report was provided for this analysis. The condition of the subject
improvements relied upon for this analysis was based on a cursory viewing of the subject
property, and based solely on conditions that were readily apparent during a normal viewing of
the property. This opinion of value is predicated on the assumption that there are no such
adverse conditions impacting the property that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is
assumed for such conditions or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover
them. An inspection by a qualified professional building inspector is recommended in order to
verify the structural and mechanical integrity and conditions of the property. An audit revealing
any adverse conditions could have an impact on the value concluded herein.

This appraisal and report has been made with the following general limiting conditions:
• Any allocation of the total value concluded in this report between the land and the improvements
applies only under the stated program of utilization. The separate values allocated to the land
and buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so used.
• Any opinions of value provided in the report apply to the entire property, and any proration or
division of the total into fractional interests will invalidate the opinion of value, unless such
division of interests has been set forth in the report.
• Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication.
• The appraisers, by reason of this appraisal, are not required to give further consultation or
testimony or to be in attendance in court with reference to the property in question unless
arrangements have been previously made.
• Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to value, the
identity of the appraisers or the firm with which the appraises are connected) shall be
disseminated to the public through advertising, public relations, news, sales or other media
without the prior written consent and approval of the appraisers.
• The forecasts, projections or operating estimates contained herein are based on current market
conditions, antiCipated short-term supply and demand factors and a stable economy. These
forecasts are, therefore, subject to changes with future conditions.
Extraordinary Assumptions
An assumption, directly related to a specific assignment, as of the effective date of the aSSignment
results, which/ if found to be false, could alter the appraiser's opinions or conclusions. Extraordinary
assumptions presume as fact otherwise uncertain information about physical/ legal/ or economic
characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions external to the property/ such as market
conditions or trends; or about the integrity of data used in an analysis. An extraordinary assumption may
be used in an assignment only if:
• It is required to properly develop credible opinions and conclusions;
• The appraiser has a reasonable basis for the extraordinary assumption;
• Use of the extraordinary assumption results in a credible analysis; and
• The appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for extraordinary
assumptions.
(USPAP/ 2012-2013 ed., Definitions and SR-1-2(f))
This appraisal and report is made with the following extraordinary assumptions:
• None
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Hypothetical Conditions
A condition, directly related to a specific assignment, which is contrary to what is known by the appraiser
to exist on the effective date of the assignment results, but is used for the purpose of analysis.
Hypothetical conditions are contrary to known facts about physical, legal, or economic characteristics of
the subject property; or about conditions external to the property, such as market conditions or trends;
or about the integrity of data used in an analysis. A hypothetical condition may be used in an assignment
only if:
• Use of the hypothetical condition is clearly required for legal purposes, for purposes of
reasonable analysis, or for purposes of comparison;
• Use of the hypothetical condition results in a credible analysis; and
• The appraiser complies with the disclosure requirements set forth in USPAP for hypothetical
conditions.
(USPAP, 2012-2013 ed., Definitions and SR-1-2(g))
This appraisal and report is made with the following hypothetical conditions:
• None
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Premises of the Appraisal
Purpose of the Appraisal
The purpose of this appraisal is to provide our opinion of the market value of the fee simple interest in
the subject.

Intended Use
The intended use of this appraisal report is for loan underwriting purposes.

Intended Users
This appraisal is intended for the use of Independent Bankers Bankl loan participants and appropriate
regulatory agencies only; there are no other intended users.

Property Interest Appraised
Fee simple interest

Client
Independent Bankers Bank

Date of Report
October 41 2012

Effective Date of Value
September 271 2012

Market Value Definition
Market Value means "the most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open
market under all conditions requisite to a fair salel the buyer and seller each acting prudently and
knowledgeablYI and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. ImpliCit in this definition are
the consummation of a sale as of the specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under
conditions whereby:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
Both parties are well informed or well advised l and acting in what they consider their own best
interests;
A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of finanCial arrangements
comparable thereto; and
The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or
1
creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale. II

1

Interagency Appraisal & Evaluation Guidelines, December 2, 2010 (The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (FRS), the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Office of Thrift
Supervision (OTS), and the National Credit Union Administration (NCUA», Page 42.
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Market Value Comments: The factors of utility, scarcity, desire and effective purchasing power are apparent in the
definition. The implication that buyer and seller are working under equal pressure is seldom completely true,
although typical motivation for each does imply a reasonable balance for a market value transaction.
Market prices do not necessarily follow all of these concepts and are often affected by salesmanship and the urgency
and need of the buyer and/or seller. The central difference between market price and market value lies in the
premise of knowledge and willingness both of which are contemplated in market value, but not in market price.
stated differently, at any given moment of time, market value denotes what a property is actually worth under
certain spedfied conditions- while market price denotes the actual sale price.
Probability of Value Change: The opinion of market value of the property expressed in this report is concluded as of
the date value. Constantly changing econom/~ social, political and physical conditions have varying effects upon real
property values. Even after the passage of a relatively short period oftim~ property values may change substantially
and require a review of the appraisal to determine its current validity.

Competency Rule
USPAP requires that prior to accepting an assignment the appraiser must identify the appraisal problem
and have the knowledge and experience to complete it competently. Alternatively, the appraiser can
disclose the lack of knowledge and/or experience and take the steps necessary to complete the
assignment competently, describing this in the appraisal report.
We have experience in appraising properties of this type in this market. We have the knowledge and
experience to perform this assignment competently.

Exposure Period
Exposure time precedes the effective date of the appraisal. The Appraisal Standards Board of the
Appraisal Foundation defines exposure time in the Statement on Appraisal Standards No. 6 (SMT-6) as
follows:
"The estimated length of time the property interest being appraised would have been offered on the
market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale at market value on the effective date of the
appraisal; a retrospective opinion based on an analysis of past events assuming a competitive and open
market."
The following table summarizes the exposure times for those sales used in the Sales Comparison
Approach presented later:
Exposure Times
Sale No.
1
2
3
l-l
l-2
l-3
l-4
l-5
l-6

Date of Sale
Jul2012
Apr 2011
Jul2010
Sep 2012
Sep 2012
Sep 2012
Sep 2012
Sep 2012
Sep 2012

Exposure Time
6± years
1-2± years
12± months
4± years
2-3± years
4+ years
2± years
3+ years
3± years

Referencing our discussion on the Current
Economics Conditions on page 18, there
remained considerable uncertainly given the
economic climate that existed at the date of
value. We have attempted to develop an opinion
of value that a potential sale could have
achieved within a 12± month period immediately
preceding the effective date of value.

Compiled by HJA
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Property Iden'tification and History
Location
The improved building site is located along the south side of canakaris Street, between South Lemon
Street and South Chapel Street in Bunnell, while the parking lot site is located along the south side of
East Moody Boulevard, between those same streets. The street address is 901 East Moody BOUlevard,
Bunnell, Flagler County, FL 32110.

Current Owner of Record
Flagler Crossroads, Inc., 880 Airport Road, #108, Ormond Beach, FL 32174

Legal Description
Blocks 18, 33, 34 and 37 AND vacated alley AND vacated South Orange Street AND that part of Block
C, Tracts 11 and 14 lying southwest of Lemon Street, Town of Bunnell Subdivision, Plat Book 1, Page 2,
Flagler County Records. A complete metes and bounds legal description is provided within the Warranty
Deed transferring title to the current owner. It should be noted that the name under which the property
was acquired, Maluchi Development Corporation, was subsequently changed to the current owner name
of Flagler Crossroads, Inc. This was a corporate name change only; the principals of each company are
the same.

Three- Year Sale History
Research of the applicable public records, private data services and an interview with the subject's owner
revealed that the subject had not been transferred during the three years prior to the date of value of
this report.

Current Listing/Pending Contracts
Additionally, according to these sources, the subject had been listed for sale in the past, but is not
offiCially listed for sale at the effective date of value. It should be noted that a local broker has the
property listed in the Loopnet commerCial multiple listing service for $3.5 million, but according to the
subject's owner, the subject's ownership has no formal listing agreement with this broker.
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Flagler County/Volusia County market area. In addition to market
data developed in the course of previous appraisal work and
retained in our work files, other sources of information include:
• Flagler County and Volusia County Property Appraisers'
information contained on their internet web sites for the subject
and comparable properties
• Researched the Loopnet commercial database for Flagler and
Vol usia Counties for larger commercial shell buildings or
properties whose buildings were purchased for redevelopment
• Researched sales of comparable properties with local
commercial brokers, appraisers and other market participants

Research:

Where warranted, a party to the transaction or other reliable
sources has confirmed market data relied upon.
The Type and Extent of
Analysis:

Qualifications of the
Appraisers:

•

Cost Approach: Typical market participants are not currently
considering new construction as an alternative to buying existing
properties due to prevailing market conditions and the relatively
low prices of existing properties relative to the costs of new
construction. This approach is not necessary for a credible
appraisal and has not been developed.

•

Sales Comparison Approach: This approach is applicable,
necessary and has been fully developed.

•

Income capitalization Approach: A shell building is not typically
purchased based on its income producing potential. This
approach is not necessary for a credible appraisal and has not
been developed.

We have been educated, trained and is experienced in the normal
property economics that are typical of real estate appraisers with
similar levels of qualifications and experience. In the course of
normal appraisal experience, we are exposed to a wide variety of
specialties. These include surveying, civil engineering, environmental
engineering, biological consultants, architects, construction-related
engineers, building contractors and inspectors, attorneys,
developers, business specialists, title abstractors and land planners,
to name only the most common. While we have gained some
familiarity with these specialties we have by no means developed an
expertise in these areas. Our knowledge and experience in these
areas is sufficient for the purposes of this appraisal assignment. For
matters requiring expertise outside this Scope of Work, an
appropriate expert should be consulted.
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Market Area Analysis
Current Economic Conditions
Summary of the Local Real Estate Market
•

•

Discussions with local market participants, including developers, homebuilders, commercial
brokers, leasing agents, management companies and other market participants indicate that the
uncertainty in the current economy has left them with no clear indication of the future of the real
estate development market. While there is hope that the actions of the federal government may
have some calming effect on the investment and credit markets in the long term, in the shortterm the financial markets remain somewhat jittery and the economy remains sluggish.
The general consensus of informed real estate professionals in our market area appears to be
that:
demand for commercial, office, retail and industrial space is down Significantly from
peak, although in the most desirable commercial hubs, demand remains somewhat
stable
a commercial and industrial rents are probably down 25% to 50% from peak with
rents in the most deSirable commercial hubs not down as much as in the less
desirable markets
a commercial and industrial values are down significantly from peak with values for the
most deSirable commercial hubs down not as much as in the less desirable markets
a commercial, retail and industrial occupancy rates are down from peak with the
occupancy rates of the most desirable commercial hubs not down as much as the
less desirable markets
a there is little demand for commercial and industrial vacant land in this market, except
for a few pockets in prime locations
a the occupancy and average daily rates for hotels in this area are down from peak,
although up over the past year or so
a although the number of homes sold in the Daytona Beach Metropolitan Statistical
Area has increased over the past year or so, this has come at the expense of price;
the price of residential real estate appears to have begun to stabilize somewhat,
although there continues to be a high number of foreclosed properties on the market
a there is virtually no demand for vacant single residential acreage to be purchased for
development
a there is little demand for finished residential homesites in this market at the present
time, although there have been a few bulk sales of finished lots for prices
Significantly below the cost of the infrastructure alone
a there is no demand for vacant land for residential condominium development at the
present time, either on the waterfront or inland
a there has been limited demand for new multifamily residential projects over the past
couple of years; most of this demand has been for senior and affordable housing

a

•

•

There is very limited new commercial development at this time. This new development is
primarily in small owner-occupied medical offices and In new dollar stores. Additionally, there
have been a number of new retail and restaurant development in the most appealing commercial
hubs in the Vol usia County market.
Otherwise, sales and rental activities, although generally higher than just a year or so ago, are
stili fairly slow and will likely remain that way until there is some clear direction, or at least a
better indication, of where the market is headed and the likely timing of a recovery. In this type
of market, value conclusions become less reliable than in times of an active and stable market.
HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
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Neighborhood Analysis
A neighborhood is defined by The Dictionarv of Real Estate Appraisal. 5th Edition, as a group of
complementary land uses; a congruous grouping of inhabitants, buildings or business enterprises. Within
any given neighborhood, any number of districts or homogeneous land uses may be prevalent. Each
neighborhood has qualities all its own. Complementary land uses (neighborhoods) and homogeneous
land uses (districts) usually evolve through four stages:
•
•
•
•

Growth: period where the neighborhood gains public favor and acceptance
Stability: period of equilibrium without marked gains or losses
Decline: period of diminishing demand
Revitalization: period of renewal, modernization and increasing demand.

The neighborhood would be generally described ·as the City of Bunnell and unincorporated areas along
the north and south sides State Road 100 (Moody Boulevard) from U.S. Highway 1 on the west to Belle
Terre Parkway on the east.
.
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US 1 is the primary north-south thoroughfare in the neighborhood, extending through the State of
Florida. It intersects with 1-95 near Palm Coast, approximately 12 miles north of Bunnell and near
Ormond Beach which is approximately 10 miles south of Bunnell. Moody Boulevard (SR 100) has an exit
off of 1-95 and has become one of the major east/west corridors through the Palm Coast/Flagler County
area over the last few years.
The surrounding residential base and the Flagler County courthouse and administrative center support
the commercial uses along East Moody Boulevard and US 1. Typical uses along this highway include
automotive, service shops, offices, numerous strip shopping centers, mini-storage warehouses, a
manufactured home community, churches and government offices. Residential uses are located mostly
inland from the highway, both to the north and south of SR 100. Bunnell is a dty with a population of
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about 2,700 which is surrounded on the north, south and east by Palm Coast with a population of over
75,000.
There are shopping facilities within downtown Bunnell and some along Moody Boulevard, but this is
mostly local, secondary commercial type uses. The area east of Belle Terre Parkway, just beyond the
subject neighborhood, is a more primary commercial area with the new Palm Coast Landings shopping
area which includes a Target, Books-a-Million, Ross Dress for less, a Walgreens and numerous others. A
Publlx-anchored shopping center is located just north of SR 100 along the east side of Belle Terre Pky.
Bunnell is the county seat for Flagler County and the new county courthouse and government services
facilities are located within the subject neighborhood, a short distance east of the subject on Moody
Boulevard. City of Bunnell furnishes police and fire protection and city water, sewer and garbage service.
Electrical service is provided by FPl (fka Florida Power and light Company) and AT&T and others provide
telephone service. The City of Bunnell annexed property to the east along SR 100 up to Belle Terre
Parkway and north along US 1 a number of years ago, totaling over 87,000 acres. The annexation of
properties along both US 1 and Highway 100 has been done to accommodate future commercial and
multi-family growth along these routes.
There has been minimal growth in the subject area over the last five years or so, but this mirrors the
overall economy. A new Wendy's restaurant on SR 100 near the county administrative center, a
combination Red lobster/Olive Garden restaurant just outside the neighborhood boundaries in the Palm
Coast Landing shopping center and a Panera Bread closer to 1-95, also outside the neighborhood, are the
newest commerCial activities in the past several years. Commercial development in downtown Bunnell
has historically been limited, although an 8,000± square foot Family Dollar retail store is currently
planned for a site at the southwest corner of East Moody Blvd and South Bacher Street in downtown
Bunnell. The project is currently going through the approval process and construction should begin by the
end of 2012. This will be a welcome addition to the downtown area.
Currently the area would be considered in a stability stage of development. But with a considerable
amount of vacant land in the area for future development, there is definitely the potential to the return of
growth. Bunnell and the subject neighborhood area are poised for continued growth once the overall
economy - nationallYI regionally and locally - begins to improve.
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Property Description - Site
Location:

901 East Moody Boulevard, Bunnell, Flagler County, FL 32110

Site Size:

Improved building site:
Parking lot site:
Total site:

Site Shape:

Each site is rectangular with the following dimensions per the recorded
plat. An up-to-date survey would be advisable for more accurate
dimensions.

Site Topography:

219,OOO±
59,850±
278,850±

square feet
square feet
square feet

Improved Building Site
North:
East:
South:
West:

730' (canakaris Av)
300' (5 Lemon St)
730'
300' (5 Chapel St)

Parking Lot Site
North :
East:
South:
West:

210' (E Moody Blvd)
285'
210' (canakaris Av)
285'

Both sites are generally level, near road grade and cleared except for the
present improvements. The soli is sandy and the drainage appears adequate.
There is a drainage ditch that runs along the rear of the hospital site, but that
ditch is not shown on the old site plans we have available. An up-to-date
survey would give more information on this canal and whether it impacts the
subject or not. We assume in this analysis that the drainage ditch has no
adverse impact on the value of the subject as concluded herein.

Road Frontagel Access:

The improved building site has frontage along South Chapel Street,
canakaris Street and South Lemon Street. Access to the former hospital
HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
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building is currently from (anakaris Street and South Lemon Street;
access to the maintenance/storage building is from South Chapel Street.
The parking lot site has frontage along and direct access to both Moody
Boulevard and (anakaris Street.

Utilities:

All municipal utilities are available and connected; these include water,
sewer and garbage service by the City of Bunnell, electrical service by
FPL (fka Florida Power & Light Company) and telephone service by AT&T
and others.

Flood Zone:

The subject is located in an area mapped by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA).
FEMA Map Number: 1203SC0207-D
FEMA Map Date: July 17, 2006
FEMA Zone Classification: The vast majority of the subject is located in
Zone X (unshaded), an area outside the SOO-year flood plain. Only a very
small portion of the subject at its southeast corner is located within Zone
A, an area within the 100-year flood plain.

Easements/
Encroachments:

We were not provided an up-to-date survey of the sites, although we
were provided a Paving & Drainage Site Plan prepared December 6, 1977
by Willis & Veenstra, Architects/Planners. This site plan does not show
any easements or encroachments. We assume no adverse easements or
encroachments exist.

Land to Building Ratio:

4.81 to 1 (land area to gross building area)

Traffic Counts:

Florida Dept of Transportation, Year 2011
Station #73-0033, SR 100, 0.lS9 mile NE of US 1
East + West = 11,600 cars per day

Census Tract:

0602.09
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Soil Survey &
Conditions:

No soil boring tests or composition analyses were supplied to determine
the development potential or soil carrying capacity of the subject. A
subsoil analysis is beyond the area of appraisal expertise; therefore, no
responsibility is taken for the detection of hidden or unapparent subSOil
conditions on the subject. A qualified engineer should be consulted to
determine the soil composition and carrying capacity if deSired.

Environmental Issues & The value opinion in this report is based on the assumption that the
Disclaimer:

property is not negatively affected by the existence of hazardous
substances or detrimental environmental conditions. We lack the
knowledge and experience with respect to the detection and
measurement of hazardous substances. Therefore, this assignment does
not cover the presence or absence of such substances as discussed in the
General Underlying Assumptions section. However, any visual or
obviously known hazardous substances affecting the property will be
reported and an indication of its impact on value will be discussed. We
suggest an environmental specialist be retained if desired.
To our knowledge, there are no known or suspected environmental
issues with this property.

Current Use:

Commercial shell building

Surrounding Uses:

Improved Bldg Site
North:
East:
South:
West:
Parking Lot Site
North:
East:
South:

West:
Street Improvements:

Parking lots (part of subject), vacant land and a
residence
Medical offices and vacant land
Residential and Flagler Co. Health Dept beyond
canal
Former hospital building; unoccupied and shuttered

Office beyond E Moody Blvd
Vacant land and residence
Former hospital property (part of subject)
Single family residence

Moody Boulevard is a 2-lane, asphalt paved state highway (SR 100) with
streetlights, concrete curbs and gutters, concrete sidewalks and storm
drains.
canakaris Street is a 2-lane, asphalt paved city street with a concrete
Sidewalk but no streetlights, no concrete curbs and gutters and no storm
drains.
South Chapel Street is a 2-Iane, asphalt paved city street with streetlights
and a concrete Sidewalk, but no concrete curbs and gutters.
South Lemon Street is a 2-lane, asphalt paved city street with a concrete
sidewalk but no streetlights, no concrete curbs and gutters and no storm
drains, although there is a drainage swale along the east side of the

street.
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Tax Year:
Assessed Value Land:
Assessed Value Building:
Assessed Value Misc:
Total Assessed Value:
Exempt Value:
Taxable Value:
Tax Rate:
Gross Real Estate Taxes:
Net Real Estate Taxes:
Past Due Taxes:
Comments on Taxes:

Certified 2011
$
1
$533,999

0

$

$534,000

0

$

$534,000
22.36780
$11,944
$11,467
None

Preliminary 2012
$353,951
$
1

$

0

$353,952

0

$

$353,952
23.1754 (Prop. 2012)
$8,203 (est. only)
$7,875 (est. only)
n/a

The chart below summarizes the subject's historical assessments; the
effect of the economic downturn is evident in these assessments:
History of Subject's Assessed Values

TaxID No.

Land

Certified 2006

$421,000
$610,000
$563,340

Building

Mise

$1,311,634
$57,474
Certified 2007
$1,180,470
$56,951
Certified 2008
$596,625
$59,371
Certified 2009
$842,336
$1
$0
Certified 2010
$1
$564,585
$0
Certified 2011
$533,999
$1
$0
Preliminary 2012*
$353,951
$1
$0
-16%
-100%
-100%
Change from 2006
"Flagler County Property Appraiser assumes the building improvements have no

Total

$1,790,108
$1,847,421
$1,219,336
$842,337
$564,586
$534,000
$353,952
-80%
value

%Chg
n/a

3.20%
-34.00%
-30.92%
-32.97%
-5.42%
-33.72%

Compiled by IDA

We have analyzed the assessments of those properties used in the Sales COmparison Approach in order
to determine the reasonableness of the subject's assessment. The following chart indicates the results of
that study:
Tax Comparables
Comparable

City

2012AV

GBA

AV/SFGBA

Use

YrBuilt

Sale 1

Port Orange

Port Orange

$26.69
$20.76
$26.35
$13.92
$21.97
$14.11
$35.08
$17.70
$34.52

Sheil

Sale 2

24,015
23,111
49,097
28,224
20,784
44,526
16,988
26,662
55,042

Off/Retail Shell

2006
1985
1983
1966
1954
1964
1960
1952
2009

57,954

$6.11

Shell

1979

Sale 3*

Ormond Beach

Listing 1

Daytona Bch

Listing 2

Daytona Bch

Listing 3

Ormond Beach

Listing 4

Bunnell

Listing 5

Daytona Bch

Listing 6

Palm Coast

$640,954
$479,892
$1,293,566
$392,946
$456,629
$628,094
$596,000
$471,805
$1,900,000

Subject

Bunnell

$353,952

Shell
Shell/Remod
Office
Office/Shell
Office
Office/Remod
Office

* renovated in 2010
Complied by HlA

The total assessments range from $13.92 to $35.08 per square foot of building area, with a mean
(average) of $23.46 and a median of $21.97 per square foot. The subject's assessment is $6.11 per
square foot. The subject's assessment is Significantly below these comparable properties, and its
assessment is considered favorable, at least as compared to this sampling.
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Aerial Views of Subject Site

Flagler County Property Appraiser's site

Bingmaps.com
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Property Description - Improvements
Property Type:

Retail-Commercial/sheil building

Year Built:

1979

Econ. Life Expectancy:

35± years

Effective Age:

10-15± years

Remaining Econ. Life:

20-25± years

SF Building Area:

Former hospital:
Maintenance/storage:
Total:

No. Stories:

Both buildings are one story

Building Height:

16'-18'± for the former hospital building
lO'± for the maintenance/storage building

Foundation/Frame:

Reinforced concrete foundation

Floor:

Reinforced concrete slab on grade

Exterior Walls:

Painted stucco over concrete block

Roof:

Metal trusses on steel frame with builtup tar and gravel cover

Windows:

Fixed glass in aluminum frames

Personnel Doors:

Typical storefront entry doors for the main entrance and former
emergency room entrance; metal personnel doors for the other entrances

Elevators:

None

Stairways:

None

53,827± Shell building
4.127± Assume shell building
57,954±

Interior Finishes

Floors:

Reinforced concrete slab; no floor coverings in shell

Walls:

Primarily painted drywall in poor condition; the drywall walls would need
to be removed prior to redevelopment; assume none in shell

Ceilings:

Most of the ceilings have been removed; the remaining ceilings would
need to be removed prior to redevelopment; assume none in shell

Lighting:

Most of the lighting has been removed; any remaining lighting would
need to be removed prior to redevelopment; assume none in shell
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HVAC:

Although some air conditioning systems and ductwork remain, based on
comments by the owners' representative, they would be removed during
redevelopment; assume none in shell

Electrical:

Much of the electrical system has been removed; the remaining portions
of this system will need to be removed prior to redevelopment; assume
electric is stubbed to the building

Plumbing:

Some of the plumbing fixtures have already been removed during the
minor demolition; the remaining fixtures would need to be removed prior
to redevelopment; assume no fixtures in shell; however, the existing
plumbing infrastructure may be in serviceable condition

Fire Sprinklers:

According to Bunnell building offiCials, about 15% of the building is
currently fire sprinklered; we assume this system is serviceable; Bunnell
city officials indicate the entire building would require fire sprinklers to be
installed during redevelopment

Maintenancel Storage
Building:

Painted concrete block exterior walls, wood roof trusses, composition tile
shingles, concrete floors, painted drywall or concrete block walls,
unfinished or plywood ceilings and surface mounted or chain hung
fluorescent lighting fixtures. There is a small office that is heated/cooled
by a wall unit. This building is of average quality and is in average
condition. (This description was taken from a 2003 appraisal report.) We
were unable to access the interior of this building in September 2012, but
based on discussions with the owners' representative, we assume these
improvements have not changed much over the years. We assume this
building, like the former hospital building, is basically a shell building in
average condition.

Site Improvements:

• Concrete sidewalks
• Chain link fencing
• Small maintenance building (200± square feet) in fair/poor condition
• Irrigated landscaping in poor condition; would require replacement
• 2,OOO-gallon concrete-vaulted fuel storage tank
• 300KW diesel driven emergency generator for standby power
• Site lighting via parking lot light poles and building wall packs
• Asphalt drives and parking In poor condition; would require
replacement
According to the subject's owner, the certification for the fuel storage
tank that serves the emergency generator has been maintained, although
the emergency generator Itself has not been tested in years. The

contributory value of the fuel storage tank and the emergency
generator has not been induded in our value condusion.
Parking:

The subject formerly contained 136± parking spaces, of which 68± were
located on the parking lot site. The number of required parking spaces is
determined by the use of the improvements. Because the highest and
best use of the property is no longer a hospital but rather some type of
retail-commercial-office use, the parking requirements will be determined
once the economy Improves and the future use becomes apparent from
market demand. There is additional land on the improved building site
HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
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which was formerly used for a helicopter landing pad. This area could
likely be utilized as additional parking or stormwater retention if required.
functional Utility:

The building floor plan and site layout are generally functional

Design & Appeal:

Average design and average appeal; average quality construction; at the
date of value, subject In average shell condition

Recent Improvements:

None noted

Deferred Maintenance:

The subject is in shell condition. There remain interior improvements that
would need to be removed prior to redevelopment. Much of the site
improvements, including paving and landscaping, would likewise need to
be replaced during redevelopment. It is generally common to have such
work needed prior to redevelopment of a building; no deferred
maintenance is deducted in our value conclusion.
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Existing Floor Plan (May 2007)
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Highest and Best Use
A site is always valued in terms of its Highest and Best Use, which is defined as "the reasonably probable
and legal use of vacant land or an improved property that is physically possible, appropriately supported,
financially feasible, and that results in the highest value. The four criteria the highest and best use must
meet are legal permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility and maximum productivity.,,2
Implied in this definition is that the determination of highest and best use takes into account the
contribution of a specific use to the community and community development goals as well as the benefits
of that use to individual property owners. There are four tests involved for the appraiser to consider in
the determination of highest and best use. The four tests are presented as follows:

Legally Permissible
Do zoning, building codes and deed restrictions permit the use? In addition to the economics section of
this repo~ another issue regarding the legally permissible use of a property is the advent of city and
county Comprehensive Land Use Plans. The comprehensive plan has been implemented as a result of
state mandate for counties and cities to integrate a land use plan that is governed by the levels of
services available in the area.

Physically Possible
Can the site physically support improvements? An analysis of the physical qualities of the site is
conSidered such as topography, size, and subsoil conditions.

Financially Feasible
Does the neighborhood warrant such a use? Considerations such as population, neighborhood
competition, and supply and demand are addressed in this analysis with the intent of identifying
profitable and appropriate utilizations of the property.

Maximally Productive
Does the use represent the most profitable utilization of the land? From the uses that meet the above
criteria, which one is expected to generate the greatest rate of return over a given period of time? This
analysis is beyond the scope of this assignment and beyond my expertise. Detailed analysis requires the
consultation with additional professionals, such as architects and civil engineers, which is only appropriate
for an in depth highest and best use study. The analysis of the maximally productive use as made herein
is more intuitive than based on a detailed study of possible uses and configurations that meet the other
criteria.

Highest and Best Use as Though Vacant
The subject is comprised of two sites: (1) the improved building site and (2) the parking lot site.

Improved Building Site
This site is zoned 0-1, Office, medical and related services (Bunnell), and allows as permitted uses those
uses noted earlier in the Zoning discussion on page 24. As noted earlier, city officials indicated that the
0-1 district was designed speCifically for the former hospital use. Now that the hospital use is no longer
valid, the City may very well rezone this property to allow additional commercial development, maybe
along the order of the B-2, Business district. Although we have not assumed that such a rezoning will

2 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal. Fifth Edition (Chicago: The Appraisallnslilule. 2010). Page 93.
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take place, nevertheless, is appears to be a possibility. This site, as though vacant, is of such size, shape
and topography as to allow development with one or more of the permitted uses in both the 0-1 and B-2
zoning districts.
The financial feasibility of developing the subject site in today's market is highly speculative. A financially
strong owner-user may be able to develop the site and make it work. However, it is not financially
feasible for a developer to build a spec project on this site at the date of value. Typically in this market
the cost of construction outweighs the income that can be earned. Based on the market conditions at the
date of value, the highest and best use of the subject site as thoUgh vacant is to hold as vacant for future
commercial development as demand dictates.

Parking Lot Site
This site is zoned B-2, Business (Bunnell), and allows as permitted uses those uses noted earlier in the
Zoning discussion on page 24. This site, as though vacant, is of such size, shape and topography as to
allow development with one of the permitted uses.

As with the improved building site, the financial feasibility of developing the parking lot site in today's
market is speculative. A financially strong owner-user or a developer building a specific project for a netleased tenant, such as a Dollar General retail store, may be able to develop the site and make it work.
However, it is not financially feasible for a developer to build a spec project on this site at the date of
value. Typically in this market the cost of construction outweighs the income that can be eamed. Based
on the market conditions at the date of value, the highest and best use of the subject site as though
vacant is to hold as vacant for future commercial development as demand dictates.

Highest and Best Use as Improved
The subject's improved building site is improved with 57,954± square feet of gross building area in two
buildings: the former hospital building containing 53,827± square feet and a maintenance/storage
building containing 4,127± square feet. This property was originally designed and constructed as an
acute care hospital and it served that use for over 20 years, from about 1979 to late 2002. The hospital
was closed in January 2003 when Adventist Health Systems, which had purchased the hospital, moved
into its new hospital property on SR 100 near Interstate 95. The subject has been vacant ever since. The
parking lot site is improved with two parking lots that served the old hospital. Because there was
insufficient parking on the improved building site for the needs of the hospital, the parking lot site was an
integral part of the improved building site. That remains the case in this analysis.
The current owner purchased the property in 2006 with the Intent to redevelop the building Into medical
and/or professional offices. At that time, they had completed some limited interior demolition, but when
the economy faltered, their work ceased. The building improvements are now In shell condition.
To determine whether the improvements contribute value to the land, we analyzed a number of sales of
shell, or mostly shell, buildings that have sold over the past couple of years. Additionally, we analyzed six
current listings of office/commercial properties that are, or could be, candidates for redevelopment, or
are mostly in shell condition. That analysis is discussed in the Sales Comparison Approach beginning on
page 34. The value conclUSion as improved in the Sales Comparison Approach is $1,450,000. Our analysis
indicates that although the subject's building improvements are only in shell condition and it would
require a substantial renovation to convert it to another use, nevertheless, the value of the subject, as
improved, is higher than the value of the subject as though vacant, and therefore, it is financially feasible
to retain the building improvements.
Based on our analYSiS, we have concluded that the highest and best use of the subject, as improved, is to
continue to hold as shell buildings until there is market demand for redevelopment of the property. The
type of development will not become clear until the market begins its recovery.
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Valuation Methodology
Three basic approaches may be used to arrive at an opinion of market value. They are:

•

Cost Approach: "A set of procedures through which a value indication is derived for the fee
simple Interest In a property by estimating the current cost to construct a reproduction of (or
replacement for) the existing structure, Including an entrepreneurial incentive, deducting
depreciation from the total cost, and adding the estimated land value. Adjustments may then be
made to the indicated fee simple value of the subject property to reflect the value of the property
interest being appraised." 3

•

Sales Comparison Approach: "The process of deriving a value indication for the subject
property by comparing market information for Similar properties with the property being
appraised, identifying appropriate units of comparison and making qualitative comparisons with
or quantitative adjustments to the sale prices (or unit prices, as appropriate) of the comparable
properties based on relevant, market-derived elements of comparison. fI 4

•

Income Capitalization Approach: "A set of procedures through which an appraiser derives a
value indication for an income-producing property by converting its antiCipated benefits (cash
flows and reversion) into property value. This conversion can be accomplished in two ways. One
year's income expectancy can be capitalized at a market-derived capitalization rate or at a
capitalization rate that reflects a specified income pattern, return on investment, and change in
the value of the investment. Alternatively, the annual cash flows for the holding period and the
reversion can be discounted at a speCific yield rate." 5

This appraisal includes the following:

•

Cost Approach: Typical market participants are not currently considering new construction as
an alternative to buying existing properties due to prevailing market conditions and the relatively
low prices of existing properties relative to the costs of new construction. This approach is not
necessary for a credible appraisal and has not been developed.

•

Sales Comparison Approach: This approach is applicable, necessary and has been fully
developed. The value indicated by this approach is the fee simple interest in the property.

•

Income Capitalization Approach: A shell building is not typically purchased based on its
income producing potential. This approach is not necessary for a credible appraisal and has not
been developed.

3 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Fifth Edition (Chicago: The Appraisal Institute, 2010), Page 47.
4 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Fifth Edition (Chicago: The Appraisal Institute, 2010), Page 175.
5 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Fifth Edition (Chicago: The Appraisal Institute, 2010), Page 99.
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Sales Comparison Approach - Shell Building
The Sales Comparison Approach is an appraisal technique whereby the subject is valued on the basis of
comparison to other similar type properties that have sold in the marketplace. This approach is based
upon the economic "Principle of Substitution" which states that the value of a property tends to be fixed
by the price of acquiring an equally desirable substitute property with the same or similar type utility
without undue delay.
The subject is a former hospital building that has been vacant since January 2003, nearly 10 years. The
current owner did some limited interior demolition work many years ago, but stopped when the economy
declined and their plans for renovating the building into offices fell away. According to the architect's
floor plan presented on page 30/ the former hospital building contains 53/827± square feet and the
separate maintenance/storage building contains 4,127± square feet, for a total of 57,954± square feet of
building area. The improvements are constructed of average quality materials and workmanship and are
in average shell condition.
There have been few sales of properties highly comparable to the subject within the Vol usia
County/Flagler County market area over the past couple of years. The sales used in this report are the
most recent sales and the most comparable to the subject. Additionally, we have analyzed current listings
of properties in this market that are generally comparable to the subject and which, like the subject, may
be suitable for redevelopment. The sale properties are compared on the following salient features:
• Property Rights Sold
• Financing
• Conditions of Sale

• Market Conditions
• Location
• Physical Characteristics

lhe sales and listings used in direct comparison with the subject are noted below:
Sale No.

Pro!!!!!! Name
Former Church Shell

Summary of Comparable Improved Sales
Date of Sale
Location
Price

4015 S Williamson Blvd

Sf 81dg'

Price/SF

Mktg

O<:cue @ Sale

7/26/2012

$427,800

24,015

$17.81

6± years

0%

Port Orange
Former Port Orange 6 Theamrs

lOIS Eagle Lake Tr
Port Orange

4/1'l/2011

$500,000

23,111

$21.63

1-2± years

0%

Bright Beginnings

499 S Nova Rd

7/12/2010

$2,000,000

49,lJ97

$40.74

12± months

0%

9/25/2012

$1,275,000

28,224

$45.17

4± years

0%

Ormond Beach
UslJng 1

Former SunTrust Mortgage

320 Orange Av
Oaytona Beach

listing 2

Former FPl Office Building

228 N Ridgewood Av
Daytona Beach

9/25/2012

$639,000

20,784

$30.74

2-3± years

0%

listing 3

Accumen Cenrer

110 E Granada Blvd
Ormond Beach

9/25/2012

$1,990,000

44,526

$44.69

4+ years

65-70%

listing 4

Bunnell Pharmacy Building

703 Moody Blvd

9/25/2012

$1,200,000

16,988

$70.84

2± years

50%

9/25/2012

$995,000

26,662

$37.32

3+ years

40%

9/21/2012

$2,480,000

55,042

$45.06

3± years

13%

> 5 years

0%

Bunnell

listing 5

Courtyard Center South

115-119 S Palmetto Av
Daytona Beach

listing 6

Raffia COurt

515 Palm Coast PI<y SW
Palm Coast

Subject

former 8unnell Hospital

901 E Moody 81vd

9/27/2012

57,954

Bunnell
·grC6S buildIng area
Compiled by HlA

The unit of comparison is the price per square foot of gross building area. The sales analysis grid is found
on the following page.
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sales Analysis Grid
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Adjustment Notes
Property Rights, Financing 8r. Conditions of Sale
Each of the sales and Listings 1 and 2 transferred, or would transfer, the fee simple interest In the
property. This is the same interest being appraised for the subject; no adjustments are necessary.
Listings 3 through 6 would transfer the leased fee interest. The rental rates for each of these properties is
thought to be at or near market rent, and therefore, the value of the leased fee interest would be similar
to the value of the fee simple interest; no adjustments are required.
Financing for each of the sales was either cash to the seller or seller financing at market terms; no
adjustments are needed. Financing for each of the listings is assumed to be cash to the seller.
The sales were normal, arm's length transactions where neither the buyer nor the seller was under
duress; no adjustments are necessary. The listings are assumed to be normal, arm's length transactions.

Market Conditions
Generally speaking, market conditions for commercial real estate changed dramatically from about 2006
through 2009. During this time period, distressed properties and foreclosures became more common.
Lenders tightened credit requirements and it became very difficult for the buyer to obtain a loan. Values
for commercial properties appear to have remained somewhat more stable since about the beginning of
2010. However, obtaining credit has remained a challenge. Each of the sales occurred during this period
of relative stability; no adjustments are necessary. No adjustments are needed for the listings.

Location and Physical Characteristics
Location and physical characteristics were reviewed for variances between subject and the com parables.
Positive adjustments are made for factors where the comparables are considered inferior to the subject
while negative adjustments are made for factors where the comparables are considered superior to the
subject.
The sale and listing properties are generally comparable to the subject in year built/condition of the shell
building and construction quality; no adjustments are needed.
The location of a site has a large influence on the subject's value. An adjustment may be made to the
sale property if the sale property's location is conSidered to have a different value influence than the
subject's. Sale 1 is located at the northeast corner of Williamson Blvd and Madeline Avenue in Port
Orange. Although this location is a short distance from very desirable commercial hubs, it nevertheless
does not have the exposure to considerable commercial traffic at this time; this is overall, generally
comparable to the subject; no adjustment is necessary. And Listing 5 is located In downtown Daytona
Beach, just south of West Inti Speedway Blvd. Although Inti Speedway Blvd is a major commercial
highway, Listing 5 has no exposure to the passing traffic. Overall, this is generally comparable to the
subject; no adjustment is required. Sales 2 and 3 are located along Nova Road in Port Orange and
Ormond Beach, respectively. These are much more active and deSirable commercial locations than the
subject; downward adjustments are needed. Listings 1 and 2 are located in downtown Daytona Beach,
Listing 3 is located on the beachside along SR 40 in Ormond Beach and Listing 6 is located just west of
Belle Terre along Palm Coast Parkway in Palm Coast. Each of these locations is also superior to the
subject's location, but less superior than Sales 2 and 3; lower downward adjustments are required.
Listing 4 is located along East Moody Boulevard in Bunnell, just west of the subject. This property is
somewhat superior to the subject because its visibility from Moody Blvd is better; a slight downward
adjustment is in order.
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Site utility (site size/land to building ratio/parking ratio) may be defined as the overall usability of the site
from a development standpoint. It also deals with the overall suitability of the site for its use as a
commercial building. This is measured in its land to building ratio (amount of land area per square foot of
gross building area) and the availability of parking for the subject. The subject has about 136 parking
spaces, with a ratiO of 2.3 spaces per 1,000 square feet of building area. It also has the former heli-pad
site that could likely be used for additional parking and/or stormwater retention if needed. sale 1 was in
the process of being constructed when the economy declined and construction stopped. This sale has a
considerably higher land to building ratio than does the subject, which would typically require a
downward adjustment. However, a significant amount of the land is improved with a very large
storm water retention pond to compensate for the property being located in the flood zone. And Sale l t s
parking was never constructed, but it is thought that the parking ratio would be generally comparable to
the subject. Overall, sale 1 is considered generally comparable to the subject; no adjustment is needed.
sale 3 and Listings 1 and 4 are also considered comparable to the subject; no adjustments are required.
Sale 2 and Listing 6 have higher parking ratios than the subject; downward adjustments are in order. And
Listings 2, 3 and 5 have lower land to building and parking ratios than the subject. Each of these
properties is inferior to the subject and each requires an upward adjustment.
As for interior buildouts, the subject is a former hospital building that is currently in shell condition. As
noted earlier, we assume the subject has stubbed electric and plumbing. sales 2 and 3 are generally
comparable to the subject; no adjustments are needed. sale 1 was a base shell with exterior walls, roof
and reinforced concrete floor. This property is somewhat inferior to the subject; an upward adjustment is
necessary. Each of the listings is somewhat superior to the subject; each requires a downward
adjustment.
Building size deals with the "scale" or volume discount factor normally associated with the economies of
scale. Generally speaking in real estate, all else being equal, a smaller building will sell for a higher price
per square foot than a large building; that is, there is an inverse relationship between size and price.
When a sale property is generally equivalent in size to the subject, no adjustment is necessary; however,
when the sale property is more divergent from the subject's size, an adjustment may be warranted.

Value Indication
The sales range in adjusted selling prices from $14.06 to $34.63 per square foot of gross building area,
with the mean (average) adjusted price of $24.91 per square foot and the weighted average price of
$24.91 per square foot. The listings range in adjusted asking prices from $21.13 to $50.04 per square
foot, with a mean (average) adjusted asking price of $31.42 per square foot and a median adjusted
asking price of $29.30 per square foot. In this analYSiS, equal emphasis is given to each sale. No
emphasis is given to the listings as they are asking prices only, not dosed sales; they are provided for
informational purposes only.
We have adopted a value of $25.00 per square foot (rounded) for the subject's gross building area.
The value of the subject is calculated to be
SF Bldg Size

57,954±

x

Value/SF Building

$25.00

=

Value Indication

$1,448,850

As noted earlier, due to its shell condition, the subject suffers no deferred maintenance.

It is our opinion that the market value indication of the fee simple interest in the subject, "as is", subject
to the assumptions and conditions noted herein, as of September 27, 2012, by the Sales Comparison
Approach, was (rounded to the nearest $10,000): $1,450,000.
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Final Reconciliation
The process of reconciliation involves the analysis of each approach to value. The quality of data applied,
the significance of each approach as it relates to market behavior and defensibility of each approach are
considered and weighed. Each approach has been considered separately.
Value Indications
Cost Approach
Sales Comparison Approach
Income Capitalization Approach
Compiled by HJA

Sales Comparison Approach
Generally speaking, the Sales Comparison Approach compares the subject to somewhat Similar properties
that have sold reasonably close to the date of value. This approach directly measures the motivations of
the buyers and sellers in the market. It is also the approach best understood by the general public. When
sufficient data is available, it is the most direct and systematic approach to value. The reliability of this
approach depends upon the availability and comparability of the market data. -Ilie Sales Comparison
Approach is developed using the price per square foot of gross building area method.
As noted earlier, there have been few sales of properties highly comparable to the subject over the past
couple of years. The sales used in this appraisal are of properties considered most comparable to the
subject. The sale properties were adjusted for differences in location, site size/land-to-building
ratio/parking ratio, interior buildouts, building size, year built/condition and construction quality. Although
we would prefer to have had additional sales data, nevertheless, the quantity and quality of the sales and
listings data presented are considered sufficient from which to conclude a reliable value indication for the
subject.

Final Value Conclusion
It is our opinion that the market value of the fee simple interest in the subject, "as is", as of September
27, 2012, subject to the assumptions and conditions noted herein, was
ONE MILLION FOUR HUNDRED FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS

($1,450,000)
This confidential report is prepared for the sole use and benefit of Independent Bankers Bank (IBB) and is based, in
part, upon documents, writings, and information owned and possessed by IBB. This report is provided for
informational purposes only to third parties authorized to receive it. The appraiser-client relationship is with lBB as
the client This report should not be used for any purpose other than to understand the information available to the
client concerning this property. lBB and the appraiser assume no responsibility if this report is used in any other
manner.
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Marketing Time
Reference is made to "Advisory Opinion 7" in the Uniform Standards of Professional Practice": Marketing
time occurs after the effective date of the market value opinion and the marketing time opinion is related
to, yet apart from, the appraisal process. Therefore, it is appropriate for the section of the appraisal
report that discusses marketing time and its implications to appear toward the end of the report after the
market value conclusion. The request to provide a reasonable marketing time opinion exceeds the normal
information required for the appraisal process and should be treated separately from that process.
It is also appropriate for the appraiser to discuss the impact of price/value relationships on marketing
time and to contrast different potential prices and their aSSOCiated marketing times with the reasonable
marketing time at the market value opinion level.
Marketing Time is defined as "an opinion of the amount of time it might take to sell a real or personal
property interest at the concluded market value level during the period immediately after the effective
date of an appraisal."6
The subject is a former hospital property that contains two buildings totaling 57,954± square
gross building area located on two sites totaling 6.4± acres. The buildings are of average
construction and are currently in average shell condition. The subject's improved building site is
removed and hidden from East Moody Boulevard (SR 100), but signage on its parking lot site
along the south side of Moody Blvd could help to neutralize its overall lack of visibility.

feet of
quality
located
located

Currently the local economy is sluggish and there still remains a significant amount of uncertainty as to
where the economy is headed. We have attempted to develop an opinion of value that could be achieved
within a 12± month marketing period, although the marketing period may be somewhat longer, perhaps
12-18± month. The marketing time is subsequent to the date of the appraisal.

6 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal. Fifth Edition (Chicago: The Appraisallnsutute. 2010). Page 121.
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SUBJECT PHOTOGRAPHS
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Former Patient Room Wings On The East End Of The Former
Hospital Building.
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Typical Interior Room In Shell Condition.

Typical Interior Room In Shell Condition.
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Open Field To The West Of The Former Hospital Building And
To The North Of The Maintenance/Storage Building; Formerly
Used For Helicopter Landing Pad.

Main Entrance To The Subject Looking South Across East
Moody Boulevard.
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Parking Lot Site (East Side) Looking North From Near
Canakarls Street.

Main Entrance Drive From Moody Boulevard Looking North
Across Canakaris Street: Parking Lots Are Located On Either
Side OfThis Driveway.

Canakaris Street Looking East; Improved Building Site To The
Right; Parking Lot Site To The Left.
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South Lemon Street Looking North; Improved Building Site is
To The Left.

South Lemon Street Looking South; Improved Building Site Is
To The Rear-Right Of The Camera.
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ZONING MAP & ORDINANCE
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Sec. 34-117. - 0-1 Office, medical and related services district.

(a)

Scope and general description. This section applies to the 0-1 Office, medical and related

services district. This district is intended to provide areas of professional and business
offices and related activities that require separate buildings and building groups
surrounded by landscaped yards and open areas. The intent here is to provide
centralized, compact locations for business offices, clinics, medical and dental offices. No
new 0-1 Office, medical and related services district may be created which contains less
than two acres.
(b)

Permitted principal and accessory uses and structures. Within the 0-1 Office, medical
and related services district, no building, structure or land shall be used except for one or
more of the following uses:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(c)

Professional and business offices, which shall include, but not be limited to,
offices for lawyers, architects, engineers, insurance and real estate agents.
Hospital, clinics, and medical and dental offices.
Undertaking establishments and funeral homes.
Drug stores in connection with medical clinics.
Public buildings.
Banks and other financial institutions.
Other uses similar in character to those enumerated above, and which is the
opinion of the city commission will not be injurious to the district.
Any use permitted in the R-1 Single-family residential district.

Area regulations. Area regulations within the 0-1 Office, medical and related services

district shall be as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

Front yard. There shall be a front yard of not less than 25 feet measured from

the property line to the front building line.
Side yard. There shall be a side yard of not less than ten feet.
Rear yard. There shall be a rear yard of not less than 25 feet.
Building site area regulations. The minimum lot or building site area shall be
lQ,000 square feet and have a width of not less than 100 feet measured at the
front building line.
Maximum lot coverage. All main and accessory buildings shall not cover more

than 50 percent of the lot area.
(d)

Height regulations. No main building or tower shall exceed two stories in height and no

accessory building more than one story.
(LDC 1991, ch. 4, art.

X§

V)
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Sec. 34-116. - B-2 Business district.

(a)

Scope and general description. This section applies to the B-2 business district. This
business commercial district is intended to facilitate the change from residential to
business usage, that require separate buildings or group of buildings surrounded by
landscaping and open areas. It is not the intent to encourage strip development but
rather a commercial district that is urban in nature to support the residential population
of the city. No new B-2 district may be created which contains less than two acres.

(b)

Permitted principal and accessory uses and structures. Within any B-2 district, no
building, structure, or land shall be used except for one or more of the following uses:
Any use permitted in the R-1 single-family residential district.
(1)
Any use permitted within the 0-1 office, medical and related use district.
(2)
Commercial and professional offices having a gross floor area limited to 2,000
(3)
square feet. Including, but not limited to, art supplies, photo studios, barber and
beauty shops, baked goods, book stores, clothing stores, electronics stores, fine
antiques, tobacco stores, floriSts, gift shops, sporting goods, tailors and
dressmakers, toy stores, clock and curio shops, eat-in restaurants, pet supplies
and grooming, shoe stores, travel agencies, upholstery shops.
(4)
Other uses similar in character to those enumerated above, and which is in the
opinion of the planning, zoning and appeals board will not be injurious to the
district.
Buildings and uses immediately and exclusively accessory to the permitted uses,
(5)
including automobile parking.

(c)

Permitted special exception. Permitted special exceptions, which are subject to approval
by the local planning agency, in the B-2 district shall be as follows:
(1)
Rooming house, lodging house, and dormitory subject to the following minimum
requirements:
a.
Rentals must be made on a monthly, semi-annual, or annual baSis. No
hourly, daily, or weekly rentals permitted.
b.
All rooms must be accessible from a single building entrance.
c.
All shared facilities (Le., bathrooms, laundry room, kitchen) must be
internally accessible from all rooms.
d.
There shall be no less than one bathroom containing a toilet, sink, and
shower/tub provided per every four rooms.
e.
An 8" x 12" sign shall be posted next to the front building entrance
containing the name and phone number of the entity responsible for
managing the property.

(d)

Uses not permitted. The following uses are not permitted in the B-2 business district:
Any use not allowed in subsection (b) above.
(1)
(2)
Any use which would create any obnoxious, corrosive, or offensive noise, gas,
odor, smoke, dust, fumes, vibration or light, and which would be detrimental to
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other surrounding properties or to the welfare and health of the citizens in the
area.
(3)

Outside storage or displays of merchandise or supplies. Sale, display, preparation
and storage to be conducted within a completely enclosed building.

(4)
(e)

On-street parking, parking to comply with article V, division 2 of this chapter.

Area regulations. Area regulations within the B-2 business district shall be as follows:
(1)
Front yard. There shall be a front yard of not less than 25 feet measured from
the property line to the front building line.
(2)

Side yard.
a.

There shall be a side yard of not less than ten feet.

b.

When a lot in the B-2 district abuts a residential district there shall be a
15-foot buffer area.

(3)

Rear yard.
a.

There shall be rear yard of not less than 25 feet.

b.

Where a lot in the B-2 district abuts a residential district there shall be
one buffer area within the 25-foot setback.

(4)

Building site regulations. The minimum lot or building site area shall be.l.Q,OOO
square feet and have a width of 100 feet measured at the front building line.

(5)

Maximum lot coverage. All main and accessory buildings shall not cover more
than 50 percent of the lot area.

(6)

Ingress and egress.
a.
b.

All corner lots shall have ingress and egress restricted to side streets.
Lots that are not on a corner shall be restricted to one 24-foot wide
driveway.

c.

Interior lots not on a corner will be encouraged to have shared
driveways.

(f)

Height regulations. No main building or tower shall exceed two stories in height
and no accessory building more than one story.

(Ord No. 1993-6, § 4,3-16-93,- Ord No. 2010-18, § 1,1-10-11)
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Off-street Parking Requirements

Sec. 34-201. - Off-stl'eet parking requirements.

(a)

Off-street parking requirements; general. In all districts, there shall be provided at
such time any building or structure is erected or enlarged or increased in capacity,
off-street parking spaces for automobiles in accordance with the following
requirements:
(1)
Off-street parking for other than residential use shall be either on the same
lot or within 200 feet of the building it is intended to serve measured from
the nearest point of the off-street parking lot, without crossing any major
thoroughfare; provided, however, churches may establish joint parking
facilities not to exceed 50 percent of the required spaces, with institutions
and agencies that do not have a time conflict in parking demand. The joint
parking facilities shall be located not to exceed 400 feet from the church
sanctuary.
(2)
Residential off-street parking space shall consist of a parking lot,
driveway, garage, or combination thereof and shall be located on the lot
they are intended to serve.
(3)
For uses not specifically mentioned herein, off-street parking requirements
shall be interpreted by the city commission.
(4)
Any area once designated as required off-street parking shall not be
changed to any other use unless and until equal facilities are provided
elsewhere.
(5)
Off-street parking existing on January 31, 1992, in connection with the
operation of an existing building or use shall not be reduced to an amount
less than hereinafter required for a similar new building or use.
(6)
Two or more buildings or uses may collectively provide the required offstreet parking, in which case, the required number of parking spaces shall
be not less than the sum of the requirements for the several individual uses
computed separately.
(7)
The required off-street parking shall be for occupants, employees, visitors,
patrons and shall be limited in use to motor vehicles. The storage of
merchandise, motor vehicles for sale, or the repair of vehicles is
prohibited.
(8)
Every company car, truck, tractor and trailer normally stored at the plant
site shall be provided with off-street parking space in an area reserved for
the use as determined by the city commission.
(9)
In cases of dual functioning of off-street parking where operating hours do
not overlap, the city commission may grant an exception.
(10) The minimum number of off-street parking spaces shall be determined in
accordance with the following table of parking spaces required.
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Table ofparking spaces required.
Type of Business

Parking Space
Requirement

Automobile wrecking, junk, or salvage yard
which offers for sale to the public any new or
used merchandise

I space for each 2 employees, plus I space for each 10,000 square feet of lot
area, or 2 spaces for each 1,000 square feet of floor area, whichever is greater.

Banks, business or professional offices

I per 300 square feet of usable floor area, plus I per each 3 employees.

Barber shop or beauty parlor

2 per barber or 3 beauticians based on the design capacity of the structure.

Boarding or rooming house

I space for each 3 boarders not rooming on the premises. I for each 2 guests
provided overnight accommodations.

Bowling alleys

5 per alley.

Churches

I per 4 seats; or I per 30 square feet of usable floor area of auditorium,
whichever is greater.

Commercial recreation uses

I per 3 patrons, based on the design capacity of the facility.

Country club

I per 5 members.

Dwellings (single- and two-family)

2 per dwelling unit.

Dwellings (multiple-family)

I Yi spaces per dwelling unit for the first 20 units, plus I space for each dwelling
unit exceeding 20 units.

Establishments for sale and consumption, on
the premises, of beverages, food, or
refreshment

I per 3 employees, plus I per 200 square feet of usable floor space, or I per 3
fixed seats, whichever is the greater.

Gasoline service stations

I parking space for each employee, plus 2 for each service bay.

Governmental office building

I per 300 square feet of usable floor area, plus I per each 3 employees. Every
governmental vehicle shall be provided with a reserved off-street parking space.
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Homes for the aged, sanitariums, convalescent 1 per 3 employees, plus 1 per 200 square feet of usable floor space, or 1 per 3
fixed seats, whichever is the greater.
or nursing homes

Hospitals

1 per 3 patient beds, exclusive of bassinets, plus 1 space for each staff doctor,
plus 1 space for each 2 employees including nurses on the maximum working
shift, plus adequate area for parking emergency vehicles.

Hotels

1 per 2 rooms or suites, plus 2 per 3 employees.

Hotels (apartments)

1 parking space for each 2 individual rooms or apartments is required.

Industrial establishments, mechanical garages 2 per 3 employees on the combined 2 largest successive shifts, plus adequate
parking l>'Pace for customer and visitor vehicles as determined by the city
commission.

Library

1 for each 400 square feet of floor area.

Medical clinics

3 patient's parking spaces per staff doctor, plus 2 per 3 employees, plus I per
staff doctor.

Mortuaries or funeral parlors

5 spaces per parlor or chapel unit, or 1 per 4 seats, whichever is greater.

Motels and tourist courts

I per guest bedroom.

Private clubs, lodge, or union headquarters

1 per 3 members based on the design capacity of the facility.

Retail stores and personal service
establishments except as otherwise specified
herein

1 per 200 square feet of retail floor space.

Schools shall be provided with parking spaces 2 spaces per 3 teachers and employees normally engaged in or about the building
or grounds, plus 1 space for each 150 square feet of seating area, including aisles
under the following schedule: elementary,
junior high and the equivalent private or
in any auditorium.
parochial schools

Senior high schools and the equivalent private 2 spaees per 3 teachers and employees normally engaged in or about the building
or grounds, plus 1 space per 5 students, or 1 space for each 150 feet of seating
or parochial schools
area, including aisles, in any auditorium, gymnasium or a cafeteria intended to be
used as an auditorium, whichever is greater.

Kindergartens, day schools, and the equivalent 2 parking spaces per 3 employees normally engaged in or about the building or
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private or parochial schools

grounds, plus I off-street loading space per 8 pupils.

Stadiums and sports arenas

I per 30 seats or 12 feet of benches.

Swimming pools

I per 30 square feet of water area.

Theaters., auditoriums, and places of assembly 1 per 3 people based on the seating capacity of the structure.
without fixed seats

Wholesale establishments and business
1 for every 50 square feet of customer service area, plus 2 per 3 employees based
services, cold storage and frozen food lockers, on the design capacity ofthe largest shift.
laundromat and other self service activities

Off-street Loading
Sec. 34-204. - Off-street loading and unloading requirements.

In all districts, and on the same premises, with every building, structure, or part thereof,
erected and occupied for manufacturing, storage, warehouse goods, a wholesale store, a market,
a hotel, a hospital, or other uses Similarly involving the receipt or distribution of vehicles,
materials or merchandise, there shall be provided and maintained on the lot adequate space for
standing, loading and unloading services acjjacent to the opening used for loading and unloading
in order to avoid undue interference with public use of the streets or alleys. Off-street loading
and unloading space shall be provided as follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

One off-street loading and unloading space shall be provided for buildings up to
and including 20,000 square feet of floor area, plus one additional off-street
loading and unloading space for each additional 20,000 square feet of floor area
up to and including 100,000 square feet.
Where trailer trucks are involved such loading and unloading space shall be an
area 12 feet by 45 feet with a...11-foot height clearance and shall be designed
with appropriate means of truck access to a street or alley as well as adequate
maneuvering area.
All areas devoted to permanent off-street loading and unloading as required
under this section shall be of a sealed-surface construction and maintained in
such a manner that no dust will result from continuous use. Reduction of
impervious pavement surface material is encouraged by the city. Any permeable
loading surface including substructure must be approved by the planning,
zoning, and appeals board as determined by evidence and testimony provided to
the planning, zoning and appeals board.

(LDC 1991r ch. 4r art. XIIL § IV; Ord. No. 2008-54- § 1/ 1-6-09)
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IMPROVED SALE DATA SHEETS & MAPS
Improved Sale No.1

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location

TaxlD
Sale pata
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

1420
Special Purpose, Free Standing Bldg.
Former Church Property
4015 South Williamson Boulevard, Port Orange, Volusia County,
Florida 32129
NEC S Williamson Blvd & Madeline Av
6201-00-00-0050

GoldStar Trust Company
Rainbow Development Group, LLC
July 26, 2012
6743-4980
Fee simple
6± years
Normal - arm's length
cash to seller
Teri Gonzales, GoldStar Trust Co, seller; via email, September 25,
2012; Other sources: Public records, Confirmed by Russell Hamilton

MAl
Sale Price

$427,800

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage

8.030 Acres or 349,787 SF
675 ft S Williamson Blvd;514 ft Madeline Av
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Improved Sale No.1 (Cont.)

Land Data (cont.l
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Dimensions
Shape

PCD, Planned Commercial Development
Level, near road grade, cleared
All municipal utilities are available
N=500'; E= 700'; S= 514'; W= 675'
Generally rectangular

General Phvsical Data
Building Type
Gross SF

Single tenant
24,015

Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Concrete block & stucco
Metal
Reinforced concrete
None In shell
None In shell
None In shell
1
16'±
2006
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$17.81
0.07
14.57:1
0%

Construction Type

Remarks
9/25/2012 (RlH): This is the sale of a shell building. The building contains exterior walls, a concrete
slab and a roof. There were no interior Improvements beyond the concrete slab and stubbed plumbing.

This building was originally designed to be a church, but the church ran into financial difficulties as the
economy started faltering, and construction abruptly stopped. The property had been listed since about
2006 or 2007. The original listing price had been several million dollars, but declined over the following
5+ years. The most recent listing agent indicated that he had the listing for 7-8± months prior to the sale
and that his original listing price was about $995,000. At the time of sale, the asking price had been
reduced to $640,000.
Foreclosure proceedings began in about 2007 and a Final Judgment of Foreclosure was entered in March
2009. The listing agent indicated that the buyer mentioned possibly developing the property with an
assisted living facility, but he doesn't know for sure.
According to Dick McNerney, a local broker who originally had the property listed for about 5 years, the
existing shell building is about all the building area that can be developed on this large site due to the
amount of compensating stormwater retention required. The property is located in a flood plain and was
required to construct the large stormwater retention pond that surrounds the building on the south and
west sides. Mr. McNerney also indicated that the building will need to be modified to meet new wind load
regulations.
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Improved Sale No.2

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
TaxlD
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Recorded Plat
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

1421
Retail, Free Standing Bldg.
Former Port Orange 6 Theaters ·
1015 Eagle Lake Trail, Port Orange, Volusia County, Florida 32129
NWC Eagle Lake Tr & Nova Rd
6309-10-00-0030

Regal Cinemas, Inc
Port Orange Investors, LLC
April 13, 2011
6587-3073
MB 39, P 164
Fee simple
12+ months
Normal - arm's length
Cash to seller
John Trost, listing broker; 386-295-5723, September 19, 2011; Other
sources: Public records, Confirmed by Alfred (Chip) Hamilton MAl

Sale Price

$500,000

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape
Flood Info

4.974 Acres or 216,667 SF
200 ft Nova Rd;450 ft Eagle Lake Tr
PCD, Planned Commercial Development
Level, near road grade, cleared
All municipal utilities are available
Irregular; good utility
Zone X, Map 12127C0369-G; 4/15/2002
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Improved Sale No.2 (Cont.)

General Physical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF
Construction Type

Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Port Orange 6 Theaters
Single tenant
23,111
Concrete block & stucco
Flat, builtup composition
Reinforced concrete
Adequate
None in shell
100%
1

20'±
1985
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$21.63
0.11
9.38:1
0%

Remarks

9/19/2011 (AAH): This property was purchased by a local developer/investor after it had been on the
market for an extended period of time. It is improved with a 25± year old, six screen movie theater that
had been made obsolete with the opening of a modern, high tech theater in a new shopping mall just a
few miles away. It had suffered for years before that from the competition from more modern movie
theater complexes in Daytona Beach and Ormond Beach.
The buyer has plans for an extensive renovation and rebuilding of the building and to divide the property
with an outparcel along the Nova Road frontage. The large parking lot was in poor condition and will
have to be completely rebuilt for any future use. The buyer is testing the market with conceptual designs
of a renovated building.
There are about 330 parking spaces, indicating a parking ratio of 14.3 spaces per 1,000 square feet of
building area.
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Improved Sale No.3

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
TaxlD
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Sale History
Verification

983
Retail/Commercial
Bright Beginnings Day care
499 South Nova Road, Ormond Beach, Volusia County, Florida 32174
East side of Nova road, north of Division Avenue
4221-00-03-0090

499 N Nova Road, LLC
Bright Beginnings Ormond, LLC
July 12, 2010
6496-4568
Fee simple
12± months
Normal
Seller financing at market terms
OS/2009 $1,250,000 Per PRVC 6354-2668
Charles Williams, Jr, seller; 386-676-0210, September 21,2011;
Other sources: News-Journal; Public Records, Confirmed by Russell
Hamilton MAl

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent

$2,000,000
$2,000,000

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Dimensions
Shape

4.568 Acres or 199,000 SF
293 ft S Nova Rd
B-8, Commercial
Level, near road grade, cleared
All available
N= 812'±; E= 271'±; S= 770'±; W= 393'±
Parallelogram
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Improved Sale No.3 (Cont.)

General PhYSical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF

Bright Beginnings
Single tenant
49,097

Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Concrete block
Flat, bulltup composition
Reinforced concrete
Assumed adequate
Yes (100%)
Yes (91%)
1
17'±
1983
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$40.74
0.25
4.05:1
0%

Construction Type

Roof Type

Remarks

9/21/2011 (RlH): This is a former furniture retail store that was purchased to convert to a daycare
center. The seller indicated that he did some renovation work and cleaned up the property before the
sale, induding removing interior partitions, air conditioning work, new landscaping and resealing the
parking lot.
There are about 150 marked parking spaces, indicating a parking ratio of 3.1 spaces per 1,000 square
feet of building area.
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Improved Listing No.1

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
TaxlD
Sale Data
Grantor
Survey Date
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Sale History
Verification

1121
Office, Professional Office
Former SunTrust Mortgage Building
320 Orange Avenue, Daytona Beach, Volusia County, Florida 32114
NWC S Ridgewood Av & Orange Av
5339-01-19-0010, 0023 & 5339-29-00-0140

ZES320, LLC
September 25, 2012
Fee simple
4+ years
Assume normal - arm's length
Assume cash to seller
December 2006 for $1,451,000
Claude Gardner, listing agent; 386-253-8565, September 25, 2012;
Confirmed by Russell Hamilton MAl

Listing Price

$1,275,000

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Dimensions
Shape
Landscaping

2.252 Acres or 98,110 SF
Ridgewood Av; Orange Ave
RDD-3, Redevelopment District
Slightly sloping downward from east to west
All municipal utilities are available
Irregular
Irregular
Adequate
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Improved Listing No.1 (Cont.)

General Physical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF

Former SunTrust Mortgage
Single tenant
28,224

Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Masonry
Flat, built-up composition
Reinforced concrete
Adequate
Central electric
None
2
12'±
1966
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$45.17
0.29
3.48:1
0%

Construction Type

Roof Type

Remarks
6/2010 (RHL): This property has been on the open market for sale or lease in excess of 2 years. The
property is currently being offered for $2,000,000 including an "out parcel" (224' x 132') at the
Ridgewood/Orange Ave. intersection. The property is also offered, excluding the "out parcel" for a price
of $1,500,000 ($53.15/SF). The building has one elevator accessing the second floor (16,OOO± SF).

There are 61 parking spaces on-site and 46 spaces on a separate offsite lot across Segrave Ave. from the
building. The 107 parking spaces is equivalent to 3.8 spaces per 1,000 square feet of building area.
5/2011 (MCM): Listing of the building only is now reduced from $1,500,000 to $1,450,000. Also listed
for lease at $5/sf/yr NNN.

The property, or any division of it, has been offered for lease at rates that began at $8.50/SF in 2006,
increased to as much as $12/SF in November of 2008, and is currently offered at a rate of $5.00/SF. No
leases have been secured during this period.
9/25/2012 (RJH): According to the listing agent, the asking price has been reduced to $1,275,000.
The building, or a portion of it, is still listed for lease at $5.00 per square foot per year triple net. No
leases have been written.

There has been limited interest in this property over the past 6± months. The listing agent indicated that
there is no carpet in the building, but the interior has been painted. Repairs for the roof and air
conditioning system would cost about $25,000 and have not been done.
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Improved Listing No.2

Property Identification
Record 10
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax 10
Sale Data
Grantor
Survey Date
Recorded Plat
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

958
Office, Professional Office
Former FPL Office Building
228 North Ridgewood Avenue, Daytona Beach, Vol usia County, Florida
32114
West side of Ridgewood Av, just north of US 92
5339-02-53-0071

Harbor Community Bank
September 25,2012
MB 1, P 151
Fee simple
2-3± years
Assume normal - arm's length
Assume cash to seller
Bob Rand, listing agent; 386-672-8530, September 25, 2012; Other
sources: PubliC records, Loopnet #16615878, Confirmed by Russell
Hamilton MAl

Listing Price

$639,000

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Dimensions
Shape

1.065 Acres or 46,375 SF
100 ft N Ridgewood Av; 100 ft N Segrave Av
RDD-3, City of Daytona Beach, Residential Professional
Site slopes downward from Ridgewood Av toward the west
All municipal utilities are available
100' X 464'±
Rectangular
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Improved Listing No.2 (Cont.)

General Physical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF
Construction Type

Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Former FP&L Bldg
Single tenant
20,784
Masonry, 2-story
Flat, built-up composition
Reinforced concrete
Adequate
Central electric
None

2
10'±
1957
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$30.74
0.45
2.23:1
0%

Remarks
6/2010 (RHL): This building was formerly utilized by FP&L and later by "The Office Place" and a
religious congregation. The ground floor has a largely "open" floor plan while the second floor is
subdivided for general office use. The building's overall condition is typical for its age and shows some
signs of deferred maintenance. The building is 100% vacant. The property includes an amply sized
parking lot (70± spaces) to the rear (west of) the building. The building does not include an elevator to
access the upper story. The listing broker reports the property has been on the market since Putnam
Bank's foreclosure in October 2009 and that there have been only a few inquires about the property. The
listing agent is Scott Harter (CB Commercial Benchmark Realty) and the asking price is $825,000.
9/25/2012 (RlH): The former owner of the property, Putnam State Bank, was acquired by Harbor
Community Bank (Indiantown, FL) after the FDIC closed Putnam State Bank. The new listing agent, also
with CB Commercial Benchmark, is Bob Rand who indicated that the asking price was recently reduced to
$639,000. There has been limited interest in the property, most recently by Bethune Cookman University
for their doctoral program, but the university has not pursued the purchase, presumably due to a lack of
funding. The listing agent indicated that the building is structurally sound. He further indicated that the
parking lot could be reconfigured and restriped to accommodate about 55 cars. At 55 parking spaces, the
parking ratio would be about 2.6 spaces per 1,000 square feet of building area.
The listing agent indicated that the roof, air conditioning system and elevator need repairs/replacement.
He estimated the cost for these items at about $275,000 based on discussions with contractors.
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Improved Listing No.3

PropertY Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
TaxID
Sale Data
Grantor
Survey Date
Recorded Plat
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

1422
Office, Professional Office
Accumen Center
110 East Granada Boulevard, Ormond Beach, Volusia County, Florida
32176
SEC E Granada Blvd & Seton Tr
4214-11-00-0360

100 East Granada LLC
September 25, 2012
MB 1, P 121
Leased fee
4+ years
Assume normal - arm's length
Assume cash to seller
Greg Antonlch, listing agent; 386-673-7001, September 25, 2012;
Other sources: Public records, Loopnet #15738201, Confirmed by
Russell Hamilton MAl

Listing Price

$1,990,000

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape

1.540 Acres or 67,075 SF
223 ft E Granada Blvd; 300 ft Seton Tr; 102 ft Vining Ct
B-4, Central Business
Level, near road grade, cleared
All municipal utilities are available
Irregular; good utility
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Improved Listing No.3 (Cont.)

General PhYSical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF
Construction Type

Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Accumen Center
Multi Tenant
44,526
Concrete block & stucco
Flat, builtup composition
Reinforced concrete
Adequate
Central
None
1

11-12'±
1964
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/ Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$44.69
0.66
1.51:1
65-70%

Remarks

9/25/2012 (RlH): The listing agent indicated that about 65%-70% of the space is either owneroccupied or leased. Lease terms are for no longer than 1-2 years. He indicated that the common areas
are dated and tired looking, but that the mechanical systems (elevator, air conditioning, electrical) are in
average condition; the restrooms would need to be updated and enlarged. There has been little interest
in this building at the current asking price, which has been in place since the property was originally listed
in 2008.
There are about 91 parking spaces on-Site, resulting in a parking ratio of 2.0 spaces per 1,000 square
feet of building area.
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Improved Listing No.4

Property Identification
Record 10
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax 10
Sale Data
Grantor
Survey Date
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

1423
Office, Professional Office
Bunnell Pharmacy & Office Building
703 East Moody Boulevard, Bunnell, Flagler County, Florida 32110
SEC E Moody Blvd & Bacher St
10-12-30-0850-00560-0010

Prescription for Investments
September 25, 2012
Leased fee
2± years
Assume normal - arm's length
Assume cash to seller
Ed Schwarz, listing broker; 386-672-8530, September 25, 2012;
Other sources: Public records, Loopnet #17312102, Confirmed by
Russell Hamilton MAl

Listing Price

$1,200,000

Land pata
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Dimensions
Shape

1.374 Acres or 59,850 SF
210 ft E Moody Blvd;285 ft Bacher St;285 ft Chapel St
B-2, Business
Level, near road grade, cleared
All municipal utilities are available
210' x 285'±
Rectangular
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Improved Listing No.4 (Cont.)

General Physical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF
Construction Type

Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Heig ht
Year Built
Condition

Bunnell Pharmacy/Offices
Single tenant
16,988
Concrete block & brick
Wood or steel trusses & compos
Reinforced concrete
Adequate
Central
None
1
lO'±

1960
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$70.64
0.28
3.52:1
50%

Remarks

9/25/2012 (RlH): This is the listing of a multi-tenant, medical and professional office building located
on SR 100 in Bunnell. Tenants include a pharmacy and several governmental agencies. The owner's
former medical practice was also located in this building.

According to the listing agent, the roof and air conditioning system are In in average condition. One of
the main tenants is vacating in the next few months, which will reduce the gross income by about 40%.
The property has been listed for sale for about 2 years. The listing agent indicated that there has been
limited interest at the asking price.
There are 38 marked, paved parking spaces on-site and there is a grass parking field to the south of the
building that could accommodate another 20± spaces. At 58± spaces, the parking ratio would be about
3.4 spaces per 1,000 square feet of building area.
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Improved Listing No. 5

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location

TaxlD
Sale Pata
Grantor
Survey Date
Recorded Plat
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

1424
Office, Free Standing Bldg.
Courtyard Center South
115-119 South Palmetto Avenue, Daytona Beach, Volusia County,
Florida 32114
East side of S Palmetto Av, south of US 92
5339-09-02-0010

Maverick Properties of Lee County, RLLP
September 25, 2012
MB 3, P 125
Leased fee
3+ years
Assume normal - arm's length
Assume cash to seller
Gary Clarke, listing agent; 386-871-0420, September 25,2012; Other
sources: Public records, Loopnet #17693347, Confirmed by Russell
Hamilton MAl

Listing Price

$995,000

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Dimensions
Shape

1.041 Acres or 45,355 SF
150 ft S Palmetto Av
RDD-2, Redevelopment District
Level, near road grade, cleared
All municipal utilities are available
N= 295'; E= 150'; S= 285'; W= 150'
Generally rectangular
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Improved Listing No.5 (Cont.)

General Physical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF
Construction Type

Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Courtyard Center South
Multi-tenant
26,662
Concrete block
Flat, builtup composition
Reinforced concrete
Adequate
Central
None

2
12'±
1952
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$37.32
0.59
1.70:1
40%

Remarks

9/25/2012 (RlH): This is a former furniture store that was renovated into professional offices in the
1980s. The building consists of a first floor of about 22,000 square feet and a second floor of about 4,000
square feet at the east end of the building (no elevator). The listing agent indicated that the owner did
some remodeling in 2004 after his purchase. The building is structurally sound with the roof and
mechanical systems reportedly in average condition.
There was a recent offer of about $800,000 that was turned down. We understand that the broker
involved with that potential buyer is working to put in an offer "in a more acceptable form". It is unclear
what that means.
There are about 48 parking space on-site, resulting in a parking ratio of 1.8 spaces per 1,000 square feet
of building area. There are a couple of public parking lots in close proximity to this building which would
effectively increase this parking ratio.
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Improved Listing No.6

PropertY Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
TaxlD
Sale Data
Grantor
Survey Date
Property Rights
Marketing Time
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

1425
Retail/Commercial, Mixed Use/Retail-Office
Roma Court
515 Palm Coast Parkway SW, Palm Coast, Flagler County, Florida
32137
NWC Palm Coast Pky (eastbound) & Corporate Dr
14-11-30-5538-00000-0080

Eagle FL I SPE, LLC
September 21, 2012
Leased fee
3± years
Assume normal - arm's length
Assume cash to seller
Loopnet #16696439; Other sources: Public records; appraisal on file,
Confirmed by Russell Hamilton MAl

Listing Price

$2,480,000

Land Data
Land Size
Front Footage
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape

4.000 Acres or 174,240 SF
605 ft Palm Coast Pky (eastbound); 353 ft Corporate Dr
COM-2, General Commercial
Level, near road grade, cleared
All municipal utilities are available
Irregular; good utility
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Improved Listing No.6 (Cont.)

General Physical Data
Building Name
Building Type
Gross SF

Roma Court
Multi-tenant
55,042

Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Concrete tilt wall with stucco
Flat, concrete slab with rubber covering
Reinforced concrete
None in shell area
None in shell area
100%
3
13'±
2009
Average

Indicators
Sale Price/ Gross SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$45.06
0.32
3.17:1
13%

Construction Type

Roof Type

Remarks

9/21/2012 (RlH): This is a 3-stolY, multi-tenant retail/commercial/office complex. There are two levels
of retail/office space and the third level is an underground parking garage; there are two elevators that
serve the building. The improvements are In a "horse-shoe" configuration with a central courtyard.
Covered walkways on each floor overlook the courtyard. Individual suites have a storefront configuration
with separate entrances. All suite entries face onto the central courtyard with no exposure to the frontage
roads.
The majority of the leasable area is unfinished and in a "shell" condition with exposed concrete floors,
unpainted drywall demising walls, exposed beam ceilings, no lighting but with air condition ductlng
installed. Each unfinished suite does have a single restroom installed (unfinished) with a water closet and
sink installed. About 43/617± square feet (79%± of the leasable area) is in the shell state and in need of
buildout.
There are 281± paved parking spaces on-site (92 spaces in the underground parking garage), resulting
in a parking ratio of 5.1 spaces per 1/000 square feet of building area.
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Russell J, Hamilton, MAl
State-Cl'rtified Genet'llt Rcrll Estarc i\PlmisM" RZ1292
Hamilton & Jacobs, LLC
Conunercial Real Estate Apprniscrs

·160(1 S. Clyde M.orris Blvd, Sll~ 2B
Port Otangt" FL 32129-7+54
T 386.236.0848 P 386.236,0852
r.hamilton®hjapPl;ajs81s.cQIll

ww\y,lljapprslisal;;,mIU

.& ti RSial ES!3ij; hllptaW.d Eog!lgeJoel)~ I DB

LQ~Flagler ctomoads -

526311

DCRCRuu:

l'bis Jettet will confirm youI' engagewtnt to compile a stlmm~.ry appraisal of thc real eHtAlc described
a~ follows:
Short legal description for our property located at Flagler CmUlty Flnrldll, City of BUllllell

ELKS 18,33, 34 & .:n & VAC. ALLEY & VAC S ORANGE. STREET & TH.i\'!' PT
OF BL C TR 1.1 &14 LYING SW OF LEMON ST. TOWN OF .BUNNELL
SUBDIVlS10N, Plat Hook I, Pilge 2, Flaglct Cuunty Record,;.
Your ~eope of wo~k f(lf this lISSiglllnf.llt is to dclc~mJu(; tlw "as is" market vlIlue of the fcc simple
jntcl:esl. The IHoposcd value ~hould L'OnMidcl' the properly as a "shell building". We do om rCg\lire
the. values for nny personlll property, but pleaseinclude n SeplltlHC vnll1c for nny fixtures which may
impact rrm! finlll \'nluAt.iol) , lfyml discovl:l' thM Ihe l'el\lIl1t~ in I'he property hnve lenses 1'01' H term
which cxcccdn one (I) yeat·, then II vallie of the leased fce wlll also be necessary.
Comp:Il'able ~;He~ should bt, rrom no later 1111111 2()11-20l2.
2ll11-2012 market rents.

Comparable rents 6hould bt' r.urrenl

PlcmH~ submit tWI)~'2) miginnl copi!!s (If the rcpo!'t. The appraisal may be in
format and should also be provided clectronlcnU),.

:I

complete summary
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?\It RU".kC1J 1flll11.ihHn
~·~"'.lIlh", II. 201J.
PiI!\,' 2 ... r 2

The appraisal, analysis, opiuiom lind condusions sbould be prepared in confOi:m3llct' with the 1'1'c[uirClnents of the; Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) of the Appraisal
Slllllollrds Board of the AppmiBal PoundanolJ.
Independent Bnnkets' Brink will review yom: report fOJ; compliance. Your assiglllncl)[i:; nOI cOll~id
('red complete until the report hns be~n fi,viewed ~nd a detel'roll1ntion is nlaue thnt the report is in
colllpliance wilh tht gland~ru,
Ally POS[ report I'eClll('st fOl" ncldiliol1~1 information OJ: clarification, oosed upon ouC review, 11lust be
answered promptl)'. Please include a copy of rhis lettef in your report

ReporL 10 b~ PreplU.'ed For:

The Tndcpw(knt Hankers' Bank of Florida
rl3gler Cwssroads, Inc.
Former MemOl·ialllospit.:tl-Flagler Building
Moody BoulcvfII"d
BunoclJ, PI. 32110
NLT Octobc.t 2. 2012
Approximately $2.300.00
Bmce Pagt,lll\rltcoastlll13ank
(386) 447-t662 x 5715

BOI'J"Owel~

PwpeL'ly

Locatioll~

Appraisal Doe Date:
Fcc:
Contact:

P1ea~c

let mC JOlow if there will be any Significant de1uy in providing thislIppr.nisfll rcpoB. \X.'e. intend
to use the informn!ic)I) cQntninl:d in the J;eport to make a lending decillion.

If you agrec to the specifications conhlined hc:rciJllllld ;ue -able to compl~te the assignment as ouClincd, picasI' sign and {<'tum it to my attention with seven (7) dnYti. Plense email to I1l+L
lili,chun;b1ll.@ib.b1l:!,.mw 1U1d IJOhlw,f" rkkso ll@ ibhOnsft m.lfyouprefer·, you m~y fAx to 407-5411662.
Sil1cerdy

-i,'~!1
;:-v.--IJ-?

(~-- --

(~

Robert A. Rrickson
As~istant Vke President
Senior Credit Vnde~wriler
RAE/pc
Ec: eN F & file

::,"p,w iJjJf~ZR

ISignRlll:e]

Nl1Ine: }2. ln snL 1, H.t.M.! '-T ON

lName Typed or Printed]
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APPRAISER'S QUALIFICA TlONS
Russeill. Hamilton, MAl
State-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser RZ1292
Business Address
.:.

Hamilton & Jacobs, LLC
4606 S. Clyde Morris Blvd., Suite 2B
Port Orange, Florida 32129-7454
Telephone: (386) 236-0848, Facsimile: (386) 236-0852
rhamilton@hjappralsals.com .:. www.hjappraisals.com

Professional Memberships & licensing
.:.
.:.

MAl Member of the Appraisal Institute, Certificate
No. 10911
State-Certified General Real Estate Appraiser RZ1292
State of Florida

Member, East Florida Chapter of the Appraisal
Institute
Licensed Real Estate Broker, State of Florida

career Background
Full time fee appraiser working mostly in the Vol usia/Flagler County market since 1984.

Educational Background
.:.

Bachelor of Science Degree, University of Florida, 1973

Appraisal Education
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

<.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.

Course 1BA - capitalization Theory & Techniques, Part A, Appraisal Institute, 1991
Course 1BB - capitalization Theory & Techniques, Part B, Appraisal Institute, 1991
Course 1A1 - Real Estate Appraisal Principles, Appraisal Institute, 1991
Course 1A2 - Basic Valuation Procedures, Appraisal Institute, 1991
Course 2-1 - case Studies in Real Estate Valuation, Appraisal Institute, 1991
Course 2-2 - Report Writing and Valuation Analysis, Appraisal Institute, 1991
Course ACE 1492 - Accrued Depreciation Seminar, Appraisal Institute, 1994
Course ACE 5248 - Standards of Professional Practice, .Part A, Appraisal Institute, 1994
Course ACE 1009 - Standards of Professional Practice, Part B, Appraisal Institute, 1994
Course ACE 1681 - Evaluations and the Appraisal Industry, Appraisal Institute, 1995
Seminar: Power Lines & Electromagnetic Fields, Appraisal Institute, 1995
Appraisal Practices for Litigation, Appraisal Institute, 1995
Comprehensive Appraisal Workshop, Cherry HilI, New Jersey, 1995
Course ACE 1870 - The Internet and Appraising, Appraisal Institute, 1997
Course ACE 1982 - New Industrial Valuation Seminar, Appraisal Institute, 1997
Course ACE 2132 - Rates and Ratios/Income capitalization Approach, 1998
Course ACE 2040 - Income capitalization Approach & Partial Interests, 1999
Course ACE 2041 - Sales Comparison Approach, 1999
Course ACE N617900146 - Valuation of Local Retail Properties, 1999
Course ACE 7003 - Partial Interest Valuation, Divided, 2000
Course ACE 988910572 - litigation Skills for the Appraiser: An Overview, 2001
Course #N44801636 - Data Confirmation Seminar, 2001
Course #N606797065 - Valuation of Detrimental Conditions, 2001
Course ACE 01-09 - Analyzing Commercial Lease Clauses, 2002
Course 430 - Standards of Professional Practice, Part C, 2002
Course ACE 001 - Appraisal Consulting, 2003
Seminar: Subdivision Analysis, 2003
Course ACE #0007352, USPAP Update, 2004
Course ACE #0007352, National USPAP Update, 2004
Course ACE #0007299, Florida Core Law Update, 2004
Course ACE #0007257, Special Purpose Properties, 2004
Seminar ACE #7257, Scope of Work, 2004
Seminar ACE #7561, Appraising from Blueprints & Specifications, 2005
Seminar ACE #7293, Florida State Law for Real Estate Appraisers, 2005
Seminar ACE #7547, Subdivision Valuation, 2006
Seminar ACE #7219, Business Practices and Ethics, 2006
Seminar, Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, 2006
Seminar ACE #7606, case Studies in Commercial Highest & Best Use, 2007
Seminar ACE #7293, Florida Law, 2008
Seminar ACE #7952, Supervlsory{Trainee Roles & Relationship, 2008
Course ACE #7184, National USPAP Update, 2008
Course ACE #7898, Office Building Valuation, A Contemporary Perspective, 2008
Online Appraisal Institute Course: Analyzing Operating Expenses, 2008
Course #8515 - Appraisal Curriculum Overview, 2009
Course #8586 - Appraising Distressed Commercial Real Estate, 2009
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Russell J. Hamilton, MAl
Page 2
Appraisal Education, Coot'd

.:.
.:.:.
-:.
.:.
(+

.:.
-:.
-:.
-:.
.:.
.:.

Course #8567 Using Spreadsheets in Real Estate Appraising, 2010
American Bankers Assn, Telephone Briefing - Solutions for Hard to Value Assets, 2010
FREAB Course #0007352 Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, 2010
Florida Law Update, 2010
Supervisor/Trainee Roles & Relationships, 2010
Discounted cash Flow Modeling, 2011
National USPAP Update, 2012
Spotlight on USPAP - Hypothetical Conditions & Extraordinary Assumptions, 2012
Spotlight on USPAP - Common Errors and Issues & Workfiles, 2012
Florida Law Update, 2012
Qualitative AnalysiS, 2012
Regression Analysis Webinar, 2012

Types OfAppraisal Assignments
Vacant land and acreage, subdivisions, single family residences, mobile home parks, condominiums, motels/hotels, banking
facilities, hospitals, out-patient surgical centers and other speCialized medical facilities, warehouses, Industrial, apartment
projects, retail stores, shopping centers, office buildings, gas station/convenience stores, restaurants, churches,
manufacturing plants, moving and storage facilities, golf courses and country clubs, campgrounds and recreation areas,
mini-warehouse storage facilities, condemnation, litigation and market/feasibility studies.
Purposes OfAppraisals
Financing, acquisition or disposition, insurance purposes, eminent domain proceedings, litigation, estate tax purposes and
estate planning among a variety of other purposes.
Appraisal Reports Prepared In The Following Counties
Vol usia, Flagler, Brevard, Putnam, Lake, Alachua, Suwannee, Lafayette, and Marion
Partial List Of Glents

.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
-t-

.:.
.:.:.
.:.
.:.
.:.
-:.
.:.
-:.

..:.:.
.:.

.:.
.:.
(+

.:.
.:.
.:.
(+

Government Agencies

Florida Department of Transportation
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Florida Department of Forestry
Florida Department of Management Services
Flagler County
Flagler County School Board
Vol usia County Department of Public Works
Vol usia County Property Appraisal
Volusia County Airport Authority
Volusia County School Board
Marion County Department of Public Works
Florida Hospital, Flagler
Bethune Cookman University

.:.

.:.:.
{.

.:.
.:.

.:.
{-

.:.
.:.

.:.
.:.

Daytona State College (formerly DBCC)
Halifax Health
City of Daytona Beach
City of Daytona Beach Shores
City of Holly Hill
City of Ormond Beach
City Of Palm Coast
City of Port Orange
City of South Daytona
Ponce de Leon Port Authority
Town of Ponce Inlet
Florida Inland Navigation District (FIND)

Banks and Fjnanciallnstitutions

.:.
.:.
.:.

Attomeys Title Insurance Fund
Bank of America
BB&T
Colonial Bank
RBC Bank (formerly Cypress Coquina Bank)
Fifth Third Bank
National City Bank
Independent Bankers Bank
Compass Bank
Gateway Bank of Florida
Florida capital Bank

(+

.:.
.:.:.
(+

.:-

.:.
.:.

Legg Mason Real Estate Service
Peoples First Community Bank
Regions Bank
Sunshine State Community Bank
SunTrust Bank
Surety Bank
East Coast Community Bank
Wachovia Bank
Prosperity Bank
Floridian Bank
Riverside Bank

Indiyiduals

Attorneys
Insurance Agents

Mortgage Bankers/Brokers
Real Estate Developers
Businesses/Corporations

Florida Power and Light
West Vol usia Hospital Authority
United Parcel Service

Daytona Beach News Journal
laCour & Company
Exxon/Mobil Oil Corporation
HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
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Continuing Education Requirement
The Appraisal Institute conducts a program of continuing education for its deSignated members. Members who meet the
minimum standards of this program are awarded periodic educational certification. I, Russell J. Hamilton, have completed
the requirements under the continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute.
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HAMILTON & JACOBS, LLC
File #12-3904: Flagler Crossroads Property, 901 E Moody Blvd, Bunnell, Flagler County, FL 32110
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Margaret Sheehan-Jones, CCIM
Parkside Realty Group
210 Old Kings Road-Ste 500
Flagler Beach, FL 32136

April 24, 2013
Mr. Craig Coffey
County Administrator
1769 East Moody Blvd
Bunnell, FL 32110

Dear Mr. Coffey:
I have reviewed the documents related to the Flagler Crossroads, Inc 2005 purchase of the
former hospital property located at 901 East Moody Blvd in Bunnell, FL. The principals of
Flagler Crossroads, Inc. purchased the stock of Maluchi Development Corp. (the previous
owner) in July of2005. After the purchase ofthis stock, the name ofthe entity was changed to
Flagler Crossroads, Inc. This transaction was structured with both the assumption of existing
debt, as well as the additional infusion of funds by the new owners. The breakdown is as follows:
o
o
o
o

Purchase of the common stock
Assumption and payoff of existing shareholder debt
Assumption and payoff of Cypress Coquina debt
Purchase money mortgage

$ 300,000.00
$ 100,000.00
$ 250,000.00
$1,000,000.00

I have reviewed the mortgages (recorded in the Public records) as well as the underlying stock
purchase agreement. The total of $1,650,000 constitutes the funds expended by the acquiring
entity to secure this facility. Please feel free to contact me with any questions relating to this
matter.
Best regards-

Margaret Sheehan-Jones
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The Flagler County Property Appraiser's Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, expressed or implied, are provided for
the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assessment information is from the last certified taxroll. 11;11 data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll. PLEASE
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The Flagler County Property Appraise~s Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, expressed or implied, are provided for
the data herein, its use or interpretation. The assessment information is from the last certified taxroll. All data is subject to change before the next certified tax roll. PLEASE
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SALES INFORMATION
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Generate Owner LiSt By Radiu s l
LAND INFORMATION
For land plat information see Flagler Clerk of Court We b site
The Flagler County Property Appraiser's Office makes every effort to produce the most accurate information possible. No warranties, expressed or implied, are provided for the

data herein, it's use or interpretation. Assessed values are from the last certified taxroll . All data is subject to change before the next certified taxroll .. Website Last Updated:
February 7, 2013

© 2002 by the County of Flagler, FL I Website design by gpublic.net
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